Playgrounds by Eskinazi, Cem

Parents take  
their children to 
playgrounds. They 
hold their hands, 
making sure the 
children do not 
get lost. The play-
ground is a place 
where the parent 
can sit back while 
children play freely 
and explore.
There is no more 
hand-holding.
Welcome to the 
playground.
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1110 AN ABSTRACT FOR A LIBRARIANAN ABSTRACT FOR A LIBRARIAN
An Abstract¹  
for a Librarian²
Playgrounds defies the idea of singularity  
and control through a practice of design 
aiming to offer generous universes3 for one  
to explore freely. Building blocks of cognition 
such as modular thinking, hyper-linking, 
recursion, repetition, self-referencing and 
self-representation are utilized for designing 
honest and slightly uncomfortable  
experiences in order to keep the reader 
awake and aware.
1 Abstract, a short paragraph that defines what is sitting underneath itself, 
the thesis. The abstract is not a sized down mirror of the full thesis but 
rather an independent form that will help you understand the whole. The 
abstract however is considered an essential part of the thesis itself. This 
gets us into a weird problem, if the abstract is defining the thesis, and if 
it is a part of the thesis itself, then is the abstract defining itself? This 
paradox is one of many paradoxes that this thesis is interested in. It not 
only describes a generative methodology where paradoxes, such as the one 
above, is used to generate works of graphic design but also touches on 
systems of referencing and representing such as this exact piece of writing 
which is supposed to represent its remaining.  
  Thinking in strange loops like this one had been a topic of interest to 
humankind starting from the ancient Greek philosophers to today. What 
created a computer — which is also the machine that was used to create this 
very text — is rooted in a curiosity of mechanizing this unique property of 
humans, the ability of falling in and out of strange loops. The consciousness 
that can create such paradoxes is the very thing that makes us human.
2 I never wanted to write an abstract since packaging and representing such 
a complex and multi-layered set of ideas in one short paragraph seemed 
unfair to the content. When I asked my mentor Anne West the advantages 
of an abstract she raised a good point by telling me that an abstract makes 
the book searchable when it goes in the library. I want my thesis to be 
searchable. Therefore the abstract I wrote is a functional piece. It is meant 
for tagging keywords and phrases. This is why the abstract is not meant for 
the reader of this book but it is written for a librarian.
3 As a rapid maker of mind-maps, this thesis covers the territories where  
cognitive sciences, graphic design, modularity, honesty, and universe  
building collide.
E-MAIL 1312SUBJECT: INTERVIEW RISD STUDENT — CEM ESKINAZI
Dear Douglas Hofstadter,
My name is Cem Eskinazi and I am a Graphic 
Design MFA candidate at the Rhode Island 
School of Design. At RISD, I have been pursuing 
a practice driven by an obsession to create  
a body of work built from a network of objects 
that are not only self-aware but are also 
critical of their environments. My process 
often, but not always, produces self-referential 
designs mostly due to over use of method-
ologies such as recursion, repetition, 
translation and reflexivity.
Since my undergraduate years, I kept most 
of your books on my bookshelf as a reference, 
finding myself diving into and revisiting 
certain chapters. I had the privilege to live in 
an household where your ideas and work was 
often shared and celebrated amongst equally 
passionate roommates.
It’s no coincidence that my thesis research 
at RISD has circled around your work.  
Last year, my thesis advisor Clement Valla 
advised me to read Gödel, Escher, Bach as 
soon as he realized that my work was parallel 
to your book’s core ideas. Since then, GEB 
became a bible to me creating an extraordinary 
frame for my thesis work. GEB catalogues 
and articulates — in a remarkably intelligible 
fashion — most of the strategies I happen to 
utilize in my daily studio practice. The artful 
use of demonstrative language in your book 
is a device I strive to keep native to my work.
Reading about meaning-making, formal 
and typographical systems, strange loops, 
recursive processes, fractals nested inside 
and wrapped around a mesh of mathematics, 
music and visual arts is a priceless gift 
someone could ever give to me about  
my work.
I am currently mapping out my thesis 
research, inventorying the knowledge  
I have curated. It is clear to me that I am 
fascinated by this condition of hyper-
connecting as opposed to the connected.  
As a designer, I intend to facilitate experiences 
where the mind arrives to a looped state  
of connection making and simultaneity. The 
work simulates a poly-dimensional folded 
mind space in order to defy our determination 
in knowing. Such hyperbolic conditions are 
set to resist an “I think therefore I am.”  
It would be a life-changing opportunity if  
we could have a Skype conversation about 
your work and my thesis. I would love to 
include the transcription of our conversation 
in my final book. It has been such a delight 
studying GEB and bringing it into my studio 
practice. I would be extremely honored to 
have a chance to speak to you.
Looking forward to hearing what you think.1-2
All the Best,
Cem Eskinazi
1 A screenshot of this email will be included in my thesis book. 
2  The reader of this book will soon find out if the interview ever took place.
Dear Mr. Eskinazi — Thank you 
for your note. I certainly 
appreciate your kind words 
about my writings, and am 
pleased to have stimulated you 
over the years. It’s wonderful 
that you feel that your work 
in design is informed by GEB. 
About your request, I unfor-
tunately don’t use Skype and 
don’t engage in phone conver-
sations with my readers, no 
matter how enthusiastic they 
may be. The problem is very 
simple: Ars longa vita brevis. 
Life is far too short! I have to 
protect not only my time but 
also my privacy. If, however, 
you submit a couple of ques-
tions to me in an email, I’ll be 
happy to try to reply to them 
briefly. I of course can’t guar-
antee in advance that I will 
understand them, or that my 
responses will be anything like 
what you are hoping for, but I 
will see what I can do for you. 
That’s what I can offer you, and 
I hope it pleases you. I also 
hope that you can appreciate 
my situation, and I thank you 
once again for your kind words 
and your deep enthusiasm for 
my ideas. — Sincerely yours, 
Douglas Hofstadter.
Douglas Richard Hofstadter  
is an American professor of 
cognitive science whose 
research focuses on the sense 
of “I” (sense of self in relation 
to the external world), 
consciousness, analogy-making, 
artistic creation, literary 
translation, and discovery in 
mathematics and physics. 
Hofstadter’s book Gödel, 
Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden 
Braid, first published in 1979, 
won both the Pulitzer Prize for 
general non-fiction and a 
National Book Award (at that 
time called The American Book 
Award) for Science. His 2007 
book I Am a Strange Loop won 
the Los Angeles Times Book Prize 
for Science and Technology.
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E-MAIL 1514SUBJECT: CEM ESKINAZI — ABOUT TOMORROW’S MEETING
Dear Rob,
Hope everything is going great. I am extremely 
sorry for sending this email late. It took me 
longer than I thought to put it together. Wish 
we could have a chance to meet in person 
here at RISD. Nevertheless, I am looking 
forward to our conversation tomorrow.
I am in the process of preparing for my 
interviews and I would love to hear your 
advice on how to approach this process. 
How to go about on preparing the questions, 
how much control I should have over the 
conversation etc.
I briefly dove into your Walker lecture  
via Facebook. I really enjoy the way you set 
up your narrative structures during your 
speeches. You are able to jump between 
connections and associations, sometimes 
running off on relevant tangents through 
digging deeper into certain details, and 
quickly pulling back the conversation 
without loosing track. This form of story 
telling creates an imaginary map that I can 
easily explore. Public speaking itself is a 
linear format however your stories become 
very intertwined. I attended your Rome 
Prize / visiting designers speech at RISD  
two years ago and had very similar thoughts 
about it as well. I really enjoyed how the  
 
form of your speech matched 1:1 with the 
Circuitry assignment you gave.
All this is to say that I find this methodology 
of thinking and making very native to my 
own thesis practice as well. My curiosity and 
passion in learning took me on a 3-year 
research journey in which I formed a mini-
universe of connections and discoveries.  
My making and projects, however acts as a 
representation of my meta-thinking. The 
work itself is not interested in the things I 
learn and connect but it is a manifestation  
of the meticulous connection making and 
universe building process. Deconstructing 
my meta-thinking method — which is an  
act of meta-meta-thinking — I arrived at the 
work of Douglas Hofstadter (I have been 
following him for many years already). 
Hofstadter is a physicists and a cognitive 
scientist, currently a professor at the 
University of Illinois. He is the author of the 
book Gödel, Escher, Bach, an Eternal Braid. 
His book — it is taught at MIT as a seminar to 
computer science students (and the lectures 
are available on YouTube with lecture notes, 
very fun to watch) — became a bible and  
a great frame for my work. Wikipedia 
summarizes the book intelligibly: “Through 
illustration and analysis, the book discusses 
how self-reference and formal rules allow 
systems to acquire meaning despite being 
made of “meaningless” elements. It also 
discusses what it means to communicate, 
how knowledge can be represented  
and stored, the methods and limitations of 
symbolic representation, and even the 
fundamental notion of “meaning” itself.”
My work mirrors my research process  
and I like to see it almost as a physical 
manifestation of a computer program. I 
define my “variables” (form + content) and 
Rob Giampietro is a designer 
and writer. He is currently 
Creative Lead for Google 
Design NY. He was a 2013 
MacDowell Colony Fellow and 
the 2014–15 Katherine Edwards 
Gordon Rome Prize Fellow at 
the American Academy in Rome. 
From 2010–15 he was Principal 
at Project Projects, where he 
led interactive and identity 
projects for clients in art, 
architecture, and the cultural 
sector. The studio's work was 
recognized with the National 
Design Award in Communication 
Design in 2015.
As Executive Board Member and 
Vice President of AIGA/NY 
from 2007–9, Rob organized 
programming that included a 
historic conversation between 
Wim Crouwel and Massimo 
Vignelli and a free series of 
talks by emerging designers at 
the Soho Apple Store. Recent 
research has touched on a 
range of topics, including the 
relationship of movement to 
interaction, the history of 
visual identity and branding in 
the arts, and the future of the 
museum in the digital age. His 
essay on the rise of graphic 
design MFA programs, “School 
Days,” was published in the 
Walker Art Center’s Graphic 
Design: Now in Production 
catalogue in 2011. Since 2006, 
he has been a thesis advisor for 
RISD MFA Graphic Design. Rob 
is a graduate of Yale University.
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E-MAIL 1716SUBJECT: CEM ESKINAZI — ABOUT TOMORROW’S MEETING
feed it through functions (methodology) or 
create functions that calls itself. Through 
creating loops, references, recursion and 
association I am hoping to create an internal 
code / language. To me, the work becomes 
more interesting when my research starts 
bleeding into the projects since the research 
itself is about modes of representation 
(ornamentation), self-reference, fractals, 
tautologies and cognition (also computer 
science since it is an attempt to mechanize 
cognition). So one might arrive at the con- 
clusion that the work not only mirrors the 
research process but also demonstrates it.
For my thesis I will be attempting to 
interview 4 people (3/4 confirmed, 1 more to 
reach out). I will be talking to Christian 
Swinehart: he was my Grad Studio 1 
professor and his background is in cognitive 
sciences. He pulled me into areas that ended 
up becoming majority of my research. I will 
also interview Chris Novello: he is a “computer 
futurist,” web artist also a professor here 
that thought me basics of programming. I 
reached out to graphic designer Julia Born: 
I am not only interested in her self-referential 
work but want to talk to her about utilizing 
tools such as intuitive association making 
etc. The project A not B is in the same sprit 
with my work (not to mention The Title of the 
Show). Lastly I will be reaching out to Douglas 
Hofstadter himself. I wrote an email and  
did not send it yet. I am attaching a draft of 
the email here.
I have decided that my thesis framing will 
be composed of emails such as this one.  
I have been emailing people relevant to my 
work, in order to explain some aspects of  
my research or projects. The fact that emails 
are intended for a specific target audience 
provides great context for each piece  
of writing.
Looking forward to hearing your thoughts  
on this!
Best,
Cem
1 I am also attaching the 1st draft of my “thesis abstract.” I wrote 
this a while ago and it will undergo a great update. However, I 
really enjoy that form of self-aware writing and will be including 
similar pieces in the book.
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E-MAIL 1918SUBJECT: INTERVIEW
Dear Christian,
Hope you had a great week. First of all, thank 
you so much for accepting my invitation to 
talk to me about your work, I am extremely 
excited. I wanted to reach out before our 
conversation in order to provide a context of 
what my thesis interests are and how it is 
connected to your practice and background.
As I mentioned to you before, my research 
during Graduate Studio 1 on ornamentation 
played an essential role in shaping my final 
thesis work. You might remember that  
prior to our class, I was already pursuing a 
practice creating “self-aware” designs.  
As an example, I was in pursuit of possible 
ways to make books that were aware of their 
booknesses. Or objects that were aware of 
their surroundings. Likewise, I was interested 
in finding ways to design hyper-aware 
interfaces that can recognize their role as 
the mediators rather than hiding behind a 
streamlined process—or even streamlining 
what they are actually mediating. What 
fueled this inquiry was my frustration with 
this disconnect between content and its 
container/surface (context). 
During the early stages of my investigation, 
I defined this disconnect as a matter of 
function. My ideas were mainly inspired by 
functionalist designers such as Bruno Munari 
and Norman Potter. Now that I’ve written 
most of my thesis, I arrived at a clear 
articulation of my interests. What I was going 
after wasn’t functionality. I was rather in 
pursuit of performing rigorous investigations 
to achieve maximum level of honesty in my 
designs. It didn’t take me long to reach to  
an intuitive conclusion that self-reflexivity  
or self-reference are essential tools for 
achieving such hyper-transparency, honesty 
and awareness.
All this is to say that a focus on function 
was the main reason I wanted to research 
the topic of ornamentation. Prior to Grad 
Studio 1, I had a surface level understanding 
of this matter. It didn’t go beyond falsely 
accepting ornament as the counter point to 
function. It was only during your class that  
I had a chance to pursue an ambitious 
research on ornamentation and arrive at 
the conclusion that in fact, ornamentation  
is highly functional. 
Shaping content is an additive operation. 
Meaning can drastically shift, intentions can 
get lost under many layers of design. But if 
each layer is intimately connected to its 
successor (like a fractal) we could easily 
arrive at extreme honesty. This is exactly 
how ornamentation is performed. Layers of 
signs are added onto a architecture to reveal 
something about the building itself. Either 
how it was made, who it was made by or 
sometimes, what it the building is. Maybe I 
stumbled upon this topic by chance (through 
an argument of function) but the astonishing 
fact is that ornamentation itself is a highly 
self-reflexive operation. Similarly, 
ornamentation results in honest design.
Prior to Grad Studio 1, I was intuitively 
using tools like repetition, self-reference, 
recursion, self-similarity etc. However, our 
Christian Swinehart is a graphic 
designer, software developer 
and data artist whose practice 
focuses on interaction and user 
interface design with a specialty 
in data visualization. He is founder 
and principle of Samizdat 
Drafting Co. and an active 
participant in the open-source 
world as author of PlotDevice 
and Arbor.js visualization tools. 
Swinehart’s work is informed by 
a background in biology and 
computational modeling.  
His projects frequently employ 
simulation and numerical analysis 
as a means of communicating 
the structure within complex 
systems. Recent clients include 
The New York Times, Bloomberg, 
Gallup, Pentagram, Diller 
Scofidio + Renfro and Allied 
Works Architects.
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E-MAIL 2120SUBJECT: INTERVIEW
one-on-one dialogues gave me a more 
thorough vocabulary and a path to pursue 
unlocking this universe of self-representation 
and awareness. The topics you introduced 
gave me the right tools to pursue my research. 
The only question left unanswered at that point 
was: what is the value of self reference? 
A deeper investigation of honest  
design and the topic of self-awareness, 
self-reference directed me towards  
Douglas Hofstadter’s work. I quickly picked 
up Gödel, Escher, Bach. It wasn’t a surprise  
to me that his list of tools in order to achieve 
meaning (or cognition) are exactly the same 
tools I have been using. Diving into this book 
towards the end of my masters program was  
a beautiful closure to a great loop. Everything 
I was re-learning through his work was the 
same exact matters we discussed during  
our critique sessions.
During our conversation I would love to 
learn more about your own personal journey 
through cognitive sciences, programming, 
and graphic design since that has been the 
exact area of interest I ended up exploring 
during my years at RISD. Looking forward  
to hearing more. Thank you so much for  
your time!
Best,
Cem Eskinazi
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E-MAIL 2322SUBJECT: RISD THESIS INTERVIEW — CEM ESKINAZI
Dear Julia,
Hope you had a great week.
I am extremely excited for our Skype 
conversation on Tuesday. I just wanted to 
reach out quickly to provide a very brief 
background on my work and explain why  
I wanted to engage in a conversation.
As James Goggin mentioned in his 
introduction to your lecture, it is challenging 
to find much information about your process 
and practice. However, after the lecture  
and listening to the interview you had with 
my studiomates, I was able to have a good 
understanding of your background and 
approach to design.
During graduate school, I have been 
obsessed with the idea of universe-building. 
My practice is extremely research driven 
where I try to get myself into rabbit holes so 
I can jump from connection to connection.  
It is clear to me that I am more interested in 
connecting as opposed to reaching an end 
point or a conclusion. My graphic design 
practice mirrors this process while utilizing 
content from my research and journeys.
I achieve such universe building through 
repetition, recursion, references and 
iterations. Prior to your lecture, I wasn’t  
very familiar with Uta Eisenreich’s A Not B. 
However, as soon as you started showing 
pages from it, the game that was set up 
immediately clicked with me. An important 
chunk of my research had been about 
cognition and how we arrive at meaning.  
The kind of referentiality and inner play in  
A Not B is extremely parallel to how I think 
and make. Surprising enough, two days  
ago during an advising meeting, I was told  
to look more into Shannon Ebner’s work.  
My advisor believed that her work is relevant 
to my practice. Of course during your lecture, 
I was already seeing the connections.
Other significant terms in my practice  
are honesty and transparency of design. 
Through your interview, I gathered that  
such topics are very important to you as 
well. I would love to talk about this more.
Something I am interested in pursuing is 
to find ways of bringing my design 
methodology into my teaching practice.  
I had the privilege of both teaching and TA’ing 
at RISD. I know that you are an educator as 
well and I would love to talk more about how 
your practice bleeds into the classroom or 
the way you approach your students.
An important thesis phrase for me had been 
it is what it is. I am always in pursuit of 
asking what the content needs to be rather 
than what I want it to be. In this sense I 
sometimes don’t like to use the word “creator” 
since I see my practice more closer to an 
archaeologist, a curator, or a facilitator.  
This is also why the phrases honesty and 
transparency are important to me. I try to 
carry this mentality into the classroom.
Thank you again and looking forward to  
our conversation! Have a great rest of  
your weekend!
Julia Born (1975), born in Zürich, 
is a designer living in Amsterdam. 
After her studies at the Gerrit 
Rietveld Academie she worked 
on several projects and pub- 
lications between Switzerland 
and The Netherlands, for clients 
such as the Museum Boijmans 
van Beuningen, Stedelijk Museum 
Amsterdam, Federal Office of 
Culture, Bern, Casco — Office for 
Art, Design and Theory, Utrecht, 
Metropolis M, contemporary art 
magazine. In 2003 she won the 
Swiss Design Prize. In 2002 she 
was a tutor graphic design  
at the École cantonale d’art  
de Lausanne, and from 2003  
she teaches graphic design at  
the Gerrit Rietveld Academy  
in Amsterdam. Since 2003 she  
is a jury member for The Most 
Beautiful Swiss Books.
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ESSAY 24 25ORNAMENT
Ornamentation is a self-reflexive operation, 
defining or revealing the surface upon which 
it sits. The misconception of ornamentation 
as extraneous layering is an unfortunate 
one. Such layering of embellishments should 
be called decoration, not ornament. Unlike 
decoration, ornament is always contextual 
thus functional.
Take, for instance, the Egyptian column 
as an architectural structure. Through close 
investigation of the lotus flower and papyrus 
plant, these early designers developed the 
final form of the column—a brilliant reframe 
of a natural source. In further evolving the 
design of the column, they employed orna-
ment to the capital, using pictorial 
renderings of the plants to signal the story 
behind the design. Plant upon plant upon 
plant: ornament deepens the story, rein-
forcing an honest affiliation with the source.
Pre-modern architecture is interested in 
communicating a structure’s story or func-
tion through ornamentation. Modernists 
have been unduly charged as eliminators of 
ornaments. This is a myth. Believe it or not, 
modernists were as ornamental as pre-mod-
ernists. In his book Learning from Las Vegas, 
Robert Venturi arrives at a similar argument: 
“When Modern architects righteously  
abandoned ornament on buildings, they 
unconsciously designed buildings that were 
ornament.”† In modernist architecture  
the ornament and the building itself are 
collapsed into one layer. To visualize his 
point, a hamburger stand with a “hamburger” 
sign—this is what Venturi defines as a 
decorated shed1 —was transformed into a 
hamburger stand in the shape of a hamburger. 
This is what Venturi defines as a Duck.2 
The façade of the Österreichische  
Postsparkasse (Austrian Postal Savings 
Bank) designed by Otto Wagner is tiled with 
cement pallets. The pallets serve no struc-
tural function but they communicate the 
building’s machine-made nature. Such tiling 
is an act of ornamentation since it reveals 
the building’s story. Wagner’s design incor-
porates a wide gamut of scaled references. 
An external scaffolding was necessary for 
tiling. The bolts fixing the scaffolding on to 
Ornamentation is not always 
figurative. In contrast to 
the Egyptian column, the 
Islamic ornament is highly 
abstract and geometric since 
Islam is against material 
representation. However, this 
ornamentation still fulfils its 
functional duties through 
revealing the story behind its 
surface.
1 Pay attention to the word choice here: “decorated”
2 The duck is a condition when the ornament is at 1:1 (↱ 652) scale  
with the building.
Ornament
The Big Duck building located at Flanders, New York used as a shop to sell ducks and eggs.
Rendering of an  
Egyptian Lotus Column
From this argument, one arrives 
at the fact that the level of 
ornamentation is directly 
proportional to the degree of 
honesty of any given design.
→ 144
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 † Venturi, Robert, Denise Scott. 
Brown, and Steven Izenour. 
Learning from Las Vegas. 
Cambridge Mass.: MIT Pr., 1972.
ESSAY 26 27ORNAMENT
the structure of the building still remains 
untraditionally exposed preserving the 
remains of the processes that lead to the 
final design. This is an act of ornamentation3 
and the bolts are ornaments to these pallets. 
Bolts on top of pallets on top of the facade, 
every added layer relates to the previous, 
every added layer uncovers a new fact about 
its source, preserving the structure’s trans-
parency. What you see is what you get.
To add more may reveal more. For example, 
the pallet layer is a veil covering the façade of 
the Postsparkasse. A veil finely protects and 
conceals the face. In a paradoxical manner, 
ornamentation is also a veil—not to hide but 
show what is behind the surface. This riddle 
of covering for revealing provides  a poetic 
lens for approaching graphic design. 
Interface as Ornament
Interface design can benefit from the veil- 
reveal paradox. Interfaces are mediatory 
layers enabling interactions between multiple 
unfamiliar systems. The interface does not 
reveal what is behind itself. Interfaces trans-
late, represent and enable the systems they 
cover. In this sense, they are closer to the 
face model than the ornament. Honesty is  
a crucial criterion for designing interfaces. 
Could one possibly design interfaces as 
ornaments in order to increase their honesty? 
Could one collapse, just like Venturi’s Duck, 
the mediator and the mediated into one?
Interfaces are narrators. I am interested  
in designing interfaces that are protagonists.  
An interface, by definition, is a bridge 
between two systems designed to mediate 
their interaction. This interaction is more 
3 The layering of information could be considered as meta-data.
4 Gleiter, Jörg H. Ornament today: digital material structural. 
Bolzano: Bolzano University Press, 2012. (↱640)
In his essay Ornament and 
Knowledge, On the symbolic 
Function of Ornament, Jan 
Bovolet argues that “Orna-
ment neither “represents” nor 
“stands for” something else… 
Instead it makes something 
visible. It says nothing, but 
shows something.”4
Façade of Otto Wagner’s Postsparkasse.
The Seagram building by architect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe is built utilizing a steel frame. 
Due to fire codes, the steel I-beams were required to be covered with materials such as 
concrete. Mies van der Rohe installed non-structural bronze-toned I-Beams along the 
façade of the Seagram to reveal the original structure of the building. Highly specific 
material choices along with the non-structural I-beams renders this building the most 
expensive skyscraper of its era.
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ESSAY 28 29ORNAMENT
seamless and arguably more intuitive as the 
layer is thinned. An interface is a “means to an 
end.” The presence of an interface indicates 
that the system intended to be interacted with 
is not accessible, it requires an additional 
mediating surface in order to be accessed and 
engaged with. One way of collapsing the 
depth created through the introduction of an 
interface is to solely focus on the interface 
itself. This requires self-reference and reflex-
ivity. This way, the means becomes the  
end itself. 
WYSIWYG
What you see is what you get: an interface 
that creates a 1:1 representation of what the 
desired outcome is. It is a simulacra gener-
ator. An InDesign document with a book 
layout is a 1:1 speculative representation  
of a future desired product. If the book is 
printed, then the InDesign document 
becomes a simulation. If the book is never 
Pictured above is a skeuomorph iOS phone book designed by Apple. Even though the design  
is completely digital, it retains qualities, forms, and textures from its original print version.  
The imitation of case binding and tabs are cues to remind the user of the design’s origins.
→ 6
52
→ 36
Pictured above is Adobe Bridge Tools (↱510) and below is Print Interaction (↱144). In both projects 
the interface is not used as a mediator but is an essential part of the design. The Adobe Bridge Tools 
utilizes the Bridge interface and the thumbnail view as its core assets. Similarly Print Interaction 
creates form based on browser interaction.
ESSAY 30 31ORNAMENT
printed, then the document becomes the 
real product, which is a simulacra of a book. 
It is hyperreal.
Self-reference
The ability to self-reference is a sign of 
cognition. When self-reference is employed 
as a tool, design becomes more aware 
therefore honest. As the content acknowl-
edges its context—a chair confirms the 
room it belongs to or an interface addresses 
what and how it mediates, the user is 
constantly reminded of their actual distance 
from the raw content. Ornamentation as 
mentioned before, is self reflexive.
Self-similar structures such as fractals 
are manifestations of how they were made. 
In this sense a fractal-like structure could  
be considered as hyper-honest. Fractals 
take form not only according to what they 
are made out of but also how they are 
constructed. This is why they satisfy both 
the face and the ornament argument.
Browsers
Browsers are translators. Browsers are 
mediators. Browsers are simulations. The 
web we see is made out of images, colors, 
links, interactions, videos, buttons, adaptive 
and reactive content. It contains text boxes 
that we can type into, sounds that we can 
listen to, spaces that we can speak into. But 
this experience is a simulated space created 
by the browser. Our web experience is 
nothing more than an interpretation of logic 
written in the form of plain text. In fact, 
browsers are biased. Each browser trans-
lates and interprets code in their own native 
way. The code, in a very simplified manner,  
is an abstract description of what is intended 
to be simulated and displayed. The browser 
is not a window into the world wide web,  
but it is a filter, a membrane. The designer—
or in this case the programmer—writes the 
code to be translated by a browser. And  
the user interacts with an end product that is 
not directly designed. This distance between 
plain code and an executed website is often 
quite large. 
Google Docs is a live WYSIWYG system where one  
can create live simulacrum.
→ 36
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WYSINWWW (↱392) is a custom interaction design aiming to reveal 
the code behind the surface. 
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I don’t consider myself a “creator;” rather I 
define my role as a facilitator and a curator. 
Yet when I approach a piece of design,  
I don’t want the work to be what I want it to 
be. Instead I ask the object itself what it is 
or what it wants to be or what it needs to be. 
The word “archaeologist” comes into mind 
since my practice feels like I am always 
digging deeper to reveal what is underneath 
the surface. And I am well aware that  
digging is not the only way to reach the 
source. This approach defines the basis  
of my design methodology.
Modularity
Modularity in design is crucial to my practice. 
How can I design the perfect modular system 
in which every module is not only aware  
of itself but also all other modules that are 
adding up to a whole? This is where my 
obsession with fractals and self-similarity 
comes from. A perfect modular system 
provides freedom to the user. It is never 
authoritative. The modules enable multiple 
outcomes, purely decided by the end user.
The idea of a single path, or “one perfect 
design,” is irrelevant in today’s world. The 
average user is becoming more and more 
familiar with the language of hyper-links and 
multiple window situations due to the internet. 
When navigating such environments, the user 
is constantly fighting distractions to reach  
a desired content. The path is entirely user- 
decided. The designer, in this case, is 
responsible for designing a collection of all 
possible paths—a universe rather than  
a point-A-to-point-B-approach. This is an 
advantage since every passing day the  
user is more trained to make free decisions.  
So why design rigorously to make a single, 
linear story? Can I deliver well-designed 
parts to the user knowing that they will work 
together in every possible configuration? 
With any configuration, can the user choose 
a path to understand the message? This  
is the time to trust the user. 
This approach is exciting to me because 
the above methodology mirrors the way our 
cognition works. It might even be a more 
humanistic approach to offer loose connec-
tions and parts to play with rather than 
dictating the one and perfect “clearest” 
path. Our world is not linear. We live in three 
dimensions. We constantly face conflicting 
messaging which we must filter and choose. 
Why are we not designing in the same way 
we are living? 
When I first came to RISD I had a conver-
sation with my studiomate Gabe Melcher. 
We attempted to analyze the typographical 
education style at RISD. We have arrived  
at a conclusion that the typographical style 
at RISD is “humanist.” We love to set type 
where the hierarchy distinctions are 
extremely clear. Although I do not disagree 
with this approach, I am questioning the 
adjective “humanist.” I am well aware of the 
benefits of clarity and efficiency. Today, I  
am beginning to re-define what I used to call 
humanist, authoritative. Is it really “human” 
to be that authoritative and clear?
Design  
Methodology
→ This book
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Our external critic Rob Giampietro asked 
me a challenging question: “Why you, why 
now?” Through this methodology I am begin-
ning to answer this question. I am challenging 
the idea of authority and the amount of hand 
holding we must offer as designers. And I am 
hoping that this thesis book will become a 
manifestation or a testing ground for this 
idea. The book offers neatly organized parts 
but never dictates a singular clear route. It 
allows for personalized experiences and 
possibilities to decide. Go ahead, read it 
however you want! Jump from page to page 
as you wish. It is your unique experience and 
who am I to dictate that? I am merely an 
enabler, a curator of universes and paths. 
Today, we are all more invested in experi-
ences then products. This fact renders my 
design approach more relevant then ever.
At a weekend form workshop with designer Keetra Dean Dixon, I curated a collection of artifacts  
gathered from studiomates. Each point on this poster represents a making methodology we  
discovered. The detailed explanations were shared at a public website (↱ 218).
→ 34
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A face—usually attached to a body—is a 
part that represents its whole. This visual 
device is quite functional. The mind can 
compress and package large amounts of 
complicated data into a single image of a 
“face.” This package then could be restored 
in one’s memory to be recalled and 
unpacked as desired. The face operates like 
a mental container. 
If the face is just a box that can represent 
its contents then why not call it a container 
or simply a box? The one crucial differenti-
ator between a face and a box is that the 
face is an essential part of the whole. A box 
is functionless when emptied. It switches  
to an idle state; waiting to be re-filled. The 
face on the other hand, is an eternal 
container that is never empty. Something 
can be faceless but a face can never be 
unattached from what its representing2 The 
face is smaller then its contents. The face is 
a box that can store itself and its whole. 
Take a look at the sentence: “she is the 
face of this company.” The person who is 
referred here represents a group or an 
institution that they are a part of. If the 
person is a part of the company and is 
representing the company itself, then the 
person’s face is not only representing herself 
but also representing the company which 
she is a part of.
Let’s go through an exercise to further 
unpack this concept of a face. Take a look at 
the object you are currently holding. The 
sentence you are currently reading is a part 
of a “thesis book” written and designed to 
represent Cem Eskinazi’s graduate work at 
the Rhode Island School of Design. This 
book—the phrase “this book” just created a 
mental representation of the object you are 
currently holding: the thesis book. Here is a 
fact: there is no such thing as a “book.” The 
word “book” is a mind trick, a shortcut 
enabled through language. Think about it 
this way: “a book” is just a mental variable 
that recalls a set containing pages, para-
graphs, thread, glue, words, images, ink, 
page numbers, gutter, typefaces etc. This is 
why “a book,” or the word “book” is nothing 
more than an idea, a mental container. The 
word “book” is an efficient shortcut to talk 
about a set rather than the set’s containers. 
Allow me to take this logic one step further. 
Take a look at this page. The word “this 
page” is contained inside the set “this book.” 
However, “this page” is also a set. It is a 
unique arrangement of specific atoms at a 
specific time. Isolate a single atom from this 
page and it is not “a page” anymore, it is an 
 “atom.” These containers are nothing more 
than abstractions. To most of us the 
containers are tangible. And such unaware-
ness is dangerous in comprehending our 
environment. Is it dangerous that this very 
mind trick enables us to make meaning?
Now let’s take a step back and go through 
another exercise. The phrase “this book” is 
the mental container that stores everything 
Face¹
Typeface: form that morphs 
into content.
1 This is an incomplete thought
2 Face, if unattached, will become a representation of itself. 
This is exactly what happens to art that is removed from its 
intended context. 
→ 490
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adding up to the object you are currently 
holding. However this equation has a weird 
twist: The sentence you are currently  
reading is a part of “this book.” The word 
 “this book” is a part of “this book.” This 
particular passage contains the phrase  
 “this book” 13 times. Which means the set “this  
book” also contains many iterations of itself. 
This is exactly like what mathematicians 
refer to as the Russel’s Paradox. A paradox 
happens when there is a “gap” or an error in  
a formal system such as logic or language.  
In 1931, Kurt Gödel proved that every existing 
formal system (language and visual language 
are formal systems) is incomplete.3 This is 
just to prove that the system of Faces we 
employ to understand our world and gain 
knowledge has limitations.
3 Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem.
A Sierpinski Triangle. (↱ 43, 110, 164, 484, 490)
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On Play &  
Graphic Design
The space of play is a safe ground for  
taking risks. It is a place to ask questions. 
You never worry about failing. You are not 
judging, nor being judged. You are not over-
thinking. The space of play is generous.
Play can be solo or together. We asso-
ciate play with infancy—the age of learning, 
In fact, play is one of the strongest tools  
to learn.
Through play we calibrate our minds to 
the world in order to understand it and, in 
the process, understand ourselves. During 
play we test ideas. During play we force a 
circle solid into a square hole. During play 
we laugh, and during play we fall and cry. 
During play we act. Or we get sucked in and 
become the truest versions of ourselves.
Playgrounds
A playground is not a space of passivity; it is 
a space of activity and engagement. 
Clean design is comfortable. Design has 
the power to replicate a pill of neatly pack-
aged information for quick digestion. Many 
designers today work in order to achieve 
such speed. When the user is put in a posi-
tion of play and activity, she is in constant 
state of engagement and wakefulness. I find 
today’s idealized design approaches to be 
too invisible therefore numbing. 
Design has the power and potential to 
keep the user awake and critical without 
loosing it’s primary responsibility of commu-
nication. I find this approach to be extremely 
crucial, appropriate, and necessary espe-
cially in today’s conditions. 
Parents take their children to playgrounds. 
They hold their hands, making sure the 
children do not get lost. The playground is a 
place where the parent can sit back while 
children play freely and explore. There is no 
more hand-holding. This, along with the 
above image, is a perfect metaphor for my 
work. Through design I aim to lead the user 
into a slightly uncomfortable play space. I 
aspire to let go of the hand of the user to free 
her from my own perspectives. I aspire to 
challenge conventions. I set up conditions in 
I want to use the word “clear” 
but it is too dangerous in the 
context of graphic design, I am 
not against clear design but 
am questioning the authority 
it brings.
The playground at the Brutalist Churchill Gardens Estate in Westminster, London. Sharp 
and hard surfaces such as concrete and steel are not everyday playground materials.  
A playground such as the one above is uncomfortable thus would require more attention 
and care for a safe play. Can graphic design offer similar play environments where the 
user is constantly paying attention in order not to get hurt? Today the designed  
environments are too safe.
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which the user is required to play an active 
role. Breaking the fourth wall through 
reflexivity, for example, proves to be a great 
tool to achieve this. Such unexpected jarring 
moves wakes the user up. 
Can I replicate the experience of 
wandering and discovering? Discoveries we 
make by ourselves are the ones that stick 
the longest.
I have an unexplainable obsession with 
“basics.” Children deal with solid, simple 
shapes coated in primary colors. During my 
first year at RISD, I strictly committed to only 
using cyan, magenta, yellow and black—the 
building blocks of four color printing process.
When I teach graphic design and  
typography I find the following metaphor 
extremely helpful: “graphic design is a game.” 
You set your own rules in to play it. Every 
time I start a new design project, I am 
creating a new game for myself to play. 
However, I am also creating a game for  
the user to play.
I had a proposition for my thesis class: 
everyone should design a children’s book 
version of their theses. When I look back at 
my thesis book, I feel like I partially fulfilled 
my prompt. Yes, I didn’t design it for children, 
but I designed it with the mindset of a chil-
dren’s book. It is as simple and straightforward 
as possible. It is what it is. It invites the user 
to stay engaged and play. You can get serious 
with it through digging deeper, or you can 
have fun with it by only flipping through to 
enjoy colorful shapes. Or you can use it as a 
door stopper, it is totally up to you!
Artists Assemble and Simon Terrill investigated such concrete playgrounds erected during post-war 
era in Britain in order to re-crate a pastel foam and playable replica of the original playgrounds. The 
final installation was exhibited at Royal Institute of British Architects under the title The Brutalist 
Playground. I have stumbled upon this exhibition after entertaining the idea of titling this thesis book 
Brutal Playgrounds—Facilitating Generous Universes.
Lego’s are interlocking plastic 
building blocks. One can build 
anything using the blocks 
hence needs to work within the 
modular limitations of the 
original design. Above is a 2×6 
Lego block, one has many 
options on how to use it in a 
broader construction. The 
extrusions dictate and limits 
users’ choices. (↱ 80, 182, 528)
One of my favorite spreads from the book Triangle illustrated by Jon Klassen. It showcases the 
Triangle’s living environment with the triangle door and the photo of the triangle. The tools of recursion 
and repetition is widely used in children’s books, in cleverly ways. Because why wouldn’t the Triangle  
live in a house with a triangular door? Or the fact the door is a triangle must have something to do with 
the user of this space. This is surprisingly a modern approach to ornamentation. (↱ 24, 39, 490)
South Park, my all time favorite 
TV show, discusses sensitive, 
political, and controversial 
matters through the point of 
view of fourth graders. The 
naive lens five main boys provide 
is a great lens to understand, 
tell, and above all criticise daily 
matters. Above is an iconic 
illustration of characters 
Cartman, Stan, Kenny, and  
Kyle waiting for the yellow 
schoolbus — a widely used 
setting — under the children 
crossing traffic sign showcasing 
hand-holding and running 
students.
→ 230
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CONVERSATION 5554 WITH: CHRISTIAN SWINEHART
CEM ESKINAZI Your path from cognitive 
sciences to graphic design and your inter-
ests are parallel to my projects and my RISD 
journey. This is why wanted to meet with 
you. I’m hoping that our conversation will be 
about your journey and what brought you to 
graphic design. Just including this story in 
the book itself, I’m hoping the reader will  
see my interest in the connection between 
cognitive sciences and graphic design. There 
is an obvious connection between this and 
my work.
Christian swinehart Yeah. And I wonder if we are 
mirror images in that regard? The way I view things is that 
for me design bubbled out of the approach I was taking in 
more sciencey, quantitative days, whereas for you it seems 
like you’ve come to a similar subject matter, oddly from a 
formal perspective, but as a way of making sense. Last time 
I checked in, you were working on ornament, but beyond 
that as like a form generation mechanism.
The mirror image that I see is that for me, the form was 
bubbling out of whatever I was studying, whereas for you it 
seems to be a way to add, if not diversity, than some sort of 
outside force beyond just what feels right for you on a given 
page or screen or what have you.
Yeah. I think that’s definitely where I was 
coming from in our class. But what I ended up 
with is—and of course ornaments are a way 
of presenting the world and understanding  
our environments—but I was really pushing 
beyond that idea. Given the tools that you 
provide me such as fractals and Mandelbrot, 
I really got into cognitive 
sciences. Because it is the 
study of making meaning of 
our environments which is 
extremely parallel to the way I like to think of 
graphic design.
So what does cognitive science mean to you? Because I feel 
like it is such an enormous bag of interests and not a whole 
lot of actual science, you know? It’s more like a definition of 
a set of interesting problems, rather than a methodology or 
a set of explanations.
I think my perspective is heavily influenced 
by Douglas Hofstadter, which I’ve mentioned 
to you before. In his book, Gödel, Escher, 
Bach he lists out methodologies and tools 
such as recursion, self-awareness or self- 
reflection which adds up to the idea of 
awareness or the concept of “I.” We are all 
made up of meaningless parts: our cells 
don’t know that they are cells, however we, 
that are made out of cells, are aware of 
ourselves. This to me is very close to graphic 
design where we, for example, can capture 
the entire meaning of a school in a logo. If 
you look at the RISD seal, it is packed with 
ideas and this is only possible due to the way 
our brains operate — it’s a very human thing. 
But what I’m really interested in hearing 
about is the path you took? You didn’t start 
as a graphic designer, you reversed and 
ended up in graphic design. And looking at 
your graphic design thesis work, which 
includes intricate path and connection 
making, I find it very similar to my interests. 
What was the lineage there?
Christian  
Swinehart
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Honestly, not much changed from my early days to now for 
me. A moment from childhood that occurred to me a little 
while ago — and I forget what brought me to this word in 
the first place, whether it was seeing it in the dictionary or 
coming across it most likely in a role playing game manual, 
looking at the various character traits and definitions —  
I remember coming across something where you had to 
choose a character archetype, and the one that really ap-
pealed to me was a word that I had never heard before. 
When I read the definition I was so excited and went down 
and showed it to my parents and I said: “I know what I want 
to be.” And that character type was the dilettante. So from 
the very beginning, I’ve always been interested in having a 
mixture of just enough of all different things.
What is a dilettante?
Well, it has a pejorative vibe to it really. The jack of all 
trades, master of none, is the Americanization of the word. 
Starting off I didn’t realize this was something you should 
be embarrassed of, and now that I’m a grown man I also 
think that it’s not something one should be embarrassed 
about. All this is a long way of saying that the way I got 
started with cognitive science was creating a self-developed 
major at the liberal arts school that I was going to. I didn’t 
want to either major in psyche or computer science or 
philosophy or biology, and this was a way for me to take the 
courses that I found interesting in all of those departments 
and fashion some sort of whole out of it. The connective 
tissue here is the outline you gave of the Hofstadter defini-
tion. You called it a methodology, but I think I still stick to 
feeling like it is more of a problem statement of generally 
defining consciousness, more or less. This is one of the 
bigger mysteries. One of the hardest things to study objec-
tively is something where the measurements that you’re 
making about the system are also inside of the system, so 
there’s really no way to sanity check any data you collect, 
any measurement you make. 
Hofstadter questions the strength of these 
formal systems, right? And the system you 
create to check the systems is also a formal 
construct. So it is definitely in itself an 
impossible paradox to solve. 
Right. So the other stuff that I was interested in was human 
evolution, and I can probably blame Stanley Kubrick for 
that one. I saw 2001 at a young age and it made quite an 
impression on me. Connecting the dots between the Dawn 
of Man sequence to the jump cut to the orbital platforms 
and all of that really does sum up what is 
incredible about the unguided process that 
got us to be these things that have to wrestle 
with these questions about existence. There  
is no bigger, no deeper thoughts to think as a 19-year- 
old trying to find something to study. So yes, I think I got 
sucked in because it was an incredibly big question that 
had huge stakes. The other part of being 19 is that you’re 
entirely ego-driven, so there’s no end to how deep you can  
go down on learning about yourself. What attracted me was 
the combination of that level of self-flattery and the danger-
ous mixture that seeming tractability of getting some sort of 
answer to it, now that we have, take your pick of all modern 
technologies and medicine and imaging, and eventually 
computational models of what’s going on inside of your 
brain. That was really appealing to me to think that like 
some sort of clockworky explanation might get me a little 
bit closer to understanding these ineffable sorts of things.
So how did that lead to practicing graphic 
design? Do you currently identify as a 
graphic designer?
Maybe this is just general middle age, but finding a label 
that fits me is no longer all that interesting to me. Although 
the graphic design came later in practice, my interest start-
ed during my undergrad days. I was noticing the typography 
in the small town in Pennsylvania that was studying in. A lot 
of the old signage that got slapped together by a local sign 
painter really jumped out at me in a way that the Kinko’s 
produced stuff from my suburban neighborhood didn’t. 
And so back in those days where the internet existed but 
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print was not yet dead, I was blowing my meager amount of 
spending money on $20 issues of Eye Magazine that I could 
find at the bookstore that was an hour drive away and it was 
snowing in both directions and all that. And I 
got a copy of Bringhurst’s typography tome. So I 
don’t think I really knew why I was paying atten-
tion to this stuff, but knew that there was some-
thing in it that was appealing to me in a way that fine art 
stuff never really made a dent.
I don’t think I actually started practicing design in any 
way until towards the end of undergrad, and at that point it 
was purely like making flyers for friends’ bands’ perfor-
mances and things like that. The part where I think I really 
started to realize that this was something that I enjoyed as a 
practice unto itself rather than just something that was hap-
pening along the way was in grad school, when I suddenly 
did have a lot of publications that I had to generate along 
the way. In the program that I was in, the PhD thesis was 
really a handful of journal articles that you were expected to 
put out along the way, add some connective tissue and call 
it a day. So generating the figures and going to conferences 
and presenting my work — and if you’re a post-doc or a 
super grad student, you might actually get up and give a 
brief lecture — I was a part of what’s called a poster session, 
where I went into a big room and each person had a fixed 
amount of wall space. To lead up to that you had to design a 
poster that will fill the given amount of space to talk 
through your work a dozen times over a few hours. And the 
brief is to pack that poster with every visual aid you might 
want to wave your hands at as you tell your story over and 
over again. That actually was a pretty good crash course in 
designing for an actual client of you, you know?
That was a big design problem that you 
enjoyed solving!
Right. The first time I did it, it was more about using my 
favorite font. Then I started realizing what the actual utili-
tarian parameters of this thing were. But I’m not sure when 
I quite turned the corner on realizing that my passion was 
more for doing this type of work than it was for the science 
itself. At some point towards the end, when I was still living 
in Boston and hadn’t quite graduated yet, I ended up taking 
a night school class at Mass Art, a typography class. So yeah, 
that was the first time that I had to mount things on…
Museum board.
Thank you, yes. The professor was a practicing designer at 
WBUR or some local PBSy sort of thing, and was a real 
stickler for client presentation work. That’s about as close 
to the old school world of graphic design as I ever got, 
where print really did matter. So that’s kind of how I 
switched into producing actual design work.
I want to re-focus our conversation with a 
particular question I had for you. When I 
came to RISD, I was grappling with self-ref-
erentiality and I didn’t really know where to 
go with it. You have introduced me to topics 
that deepened my thinking. But something 
that I’ve been asking to myself and some-
thing that I’ve been challenged through my 
critics is: what is the value of self-reference? 
What if the work is self-referencing? Through 
thesis, I arrived at a rigorous understanding 
of self-reflexivity and I am now able to see 
the value of it clearly. I would want to hear 
about what you think about this question, 
because I want to leave RISD being able to 
clearly defend my position on this topic. The 
only person that was able to strongly back 
me up on this topic had been Douglas 
Hofstadter at this point. He is a big fanatic of 
recursive methodologies. I was wondering if 
any of these issues play an important role in 
your thinking or methodology? Just looking 
at the topics you’ve pointed me towards 
during my studies, it seems to me that you 
have spent some time thinking about this 
topic, as well. Why and how did you end  
up there?
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Rather than answering your question directly, anticipating 
what I would assume some of the criticisms, these “so 
what” criticisms leveled at the self-referential thing, I think 
that’s only a problem if the self is actually you. Because that 
does get boring to anybody else really quickly. What you’re 
talking about is more recursive or self-referentiality without 
respect to what the object of that reference is. Looking at 
the process of looping things, looping back upon them-
selves, I think part of what Hofstadter finds interesting 
about recursion is the way in which it keeps looping back in 
upon itself and becoming smaller and smaller until it 
reaches its base case and terminates. But paradoxically, it 
ends up generating something larger than itself through 
this process. I think there is something magical about this 
“moving in two directions at once” quality of recursion. It 
doesn’t really matter what the work being done by this 
recursive function, it’s so unlike most day to day procedural 
tasks that I think there is an interesting way of flipping your 
mental nodule on how work gets done.
Usually people talk about Zeno’s Paradox as a non-termi-
nating condition, and as the definition of getting nothing 
done. And yet, at least in computer science, there’s tons of 
examples of problems that are optimally solved by having a 
Zenoish approach where you keep dividing the remaining 
problem in half and then dividing each of those halves in 
half until you get down to a single element of each, and 
then poof, everything is done simultaneously. I think in the 
same way as consciousness is fascinating because it is this 
thing that seems inexplicable and yet necessarily must be 
implemented by bunch of leaky cells connected to one 
another, recursion is fascinating because it seems like it 
shouldn’t work. It seems that it should be wasteful. It seems 
like it should go nowhere, and yet it actually is this steam 
engine that you can hook an awful lot up to.
Yes! I really love how Hofstadter explains 
recursion in a similar sense. Only through 
connecting the dots we are able to under-
stand. Something that I find extremely 
valuable in my own work too, connecting 
points in my research. But I find myself more 
interested in the connection making process 
rather than what I am connecting. I was 
looking at your thesis work and something 
came up that was really funny — because I 
tend to think the same way you do. You talk 
about this one particular find your own 
adventure book where if you dive deep 
enough, you arrive at this place called the 
Ultima.
Right.
This place is referred from nowhere, and only 
a reader like yourself—or someone like 
me—would probably reach there. These 
design decisions are interesting problems 
for me because at this level you are asking 
for too much involvement from the reader.
Well, I view the choose your own adventure example slightly 
differently. The trick in that book is that all of those books 
end up having a quote-unquote good ending, which you’re 
trying to find all the way through and is usually very difficult. 
You have to get each one of these arbitrary, capricious choic-
es correct, again in quotes, in order to get there. But with this 
book in particular, the good ending is not actually reachable. 
It is not connected to the rest of the decision tree. And so the 
only way that you can get there is by flipping through the 
book and spotting the illustrations that end up luring you in. 
In this genre, that’s called cheating. To break out of the 
decision process and just start flipping through. And a lot of 
books would actually put in traps for this. They would put in 
appealing pages that would then lead you, after a 
choice or two, to a scolding that you shouldn’t 
do this, you should actually play it the right way, 
or whatever. But this one, I don’t know. I feel like 
what was going on there was a recognition of a 
way in which people would kind of hack the 
paper-based system and the paradox would be rewarding 
them for doing that, rather than taking this, the designer is 
right approach, or the game designer in this case is right. 
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So I guess what I push back against is the idea that this 
puzzle was selecting for readers, versus selecting for debug-
gers, quality assurance type people. It’s like people that are 
finding the edges in this thing that were not actually fully 
tested out.
What I proposed was to present my research 
in a choose your own adventure format. The 
pushback I get is always about how easy or 
how hard I am going to make the journey? 
How much hand holding is there going to be? 
One thing that made me happy is meeting 
people who are interested in designs that 
relies on the reader. And I received a lot of 
pushback from this approach as a designer. 
It seems like people at RISD tends to think 
trusting the reader too much will create 
overwhelming designs. When I showed my 
book plans to Doug Scott he said “I feel like 
I’m wandering in a desert.” And that sounded 
good since that’s what I wanted to achieve. 
Because I am interested in replicating the 
experience of wandering. And looking at your 
work, you are a wanderer. You’re not really 
afraid of wandering and getting lost.
Yes, but I think because of that I might overcompensate a 
little bit. So maybe it’s from dealing with the rest of the 
world as a scientist. But it was made very clear to me that 
most people are incredibly uncomfortable with existing in a 
state of not knowing. The fundamental situation of doing 
science, whatever that means, is having a couple of possibil-
ities in your head and knowing that it’s not decidable right 
now which one is true, and then figuring out something 
that you can do to narrow that down or asking a secondary 
question. Like accepting that you will not get a definitive 
answer on this first one and going with that for the moment 
anyway, and just assuming that it’s what your intuition tells 
you and asking the following one. So that does come natu-
rally to me, but I don’t know that it would benefit my design 
to foist that upon other people. What I’m hearing in you 
talking about your work and then in your characterization 
of other people’s reaction might be two separate things. 
Maybe with design, maybe not, but definitely with narrative 
art, there’s never a downside to having higher expectations 
of the reader, or I’ve never found that to be the case. Part of 
what people are talking about with the golden age of televi-
sion is just that people have started telling stories that they 
expect you to have paid attention to, and whose payoff is 
connecting the dots to something that happened long 
before. That’s a move that basically always works. On the 
other hand, when you get that criticism from people that 
you’re putting too much or expecting too much, it may not 
be that you are expecting them to connect the dots so much 
as that you are drawing very lightly on the page as you put 
those dots down. And I think there’s a very satisfying thing 
when you connect a faraway dot or a non-obvious dot when 
there’s another one closer by that seems like the logical 
one. I think that’s fun. I think not being able to really make 
out the page and to figure out what’s a dot and what’s just a 
smudge, I think you get one or two of those per work of art, 
whereas the long range dot connection you can just do over 
and over again. 
Yeah. Since I’m interested in just replicating 
this experience of dot connecting I’m more 
inclined to throw people off to multiple points.
Right. My explanation just now was in terms of passive, 
narrative art. But the form that is actually best adapted to 
this is game design. They are experiential and directly 
involve you in a way that hearing a story you’re only maybe 
projecting yourself into, you’re not actually an active partici-
pant. Plus they always have a puzzle or problem solving or 
logic, some sort of component where there actually is an 
obstacle set up that the enjoyment comes from finding a 
way around or through or below. 
It’s very interesting that you are bringing this 
up, because believe it or not, this is not the 
first time I am getting the game design 
comment. I often engage in conversations 
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where we talk about the fact that in 
computer games, you can choose a difficulty 
level and you can take an easy path. If you 
are a pro, you can try to find the hidden gems 
which gives you a bonus.
I generally viewed those as the degenerate case of game 
design. To have a difficulty selection is a sign that they  
did not actually balance this thing properly, or it was not 
possible to. 
That’s good to hear, actually.
When it’s about 100 percent completionism, as they call it, I 
feel like that’s a holdover from the old days. When I was 
first playing games, like computer games in the 80’s, they 
would make these things so impossibly hard. Stepping back 
a little bit further, in the days of coin arcade games it made 
sense for them to kill you constantly, 
because you’d keep putting quarters in. 
When things switched over to home com-
puter games, I am talking about early 
consoles like the Atari or the NES, you would think that they 
would immediately switch over to something that would 
not be about being overly hard and unfair because they’ve 
already got their money. You don’t need to keep putting 
quarters in. However, they wanted you to feel like you got 
your money’s worth, and it’s pretty hard to pack enough 
story or puzzles or whatever into a game on these old sys-
tems to stretch it out to an amount of time that you would 
feel was valuable. And so there was still this incentive to just 
be unfairly difficult at all times. So it’s funny that it took 
until probably the mid-90’s before—well no, I’m being 
unfair—I think the Legend of Zelda on the first Nintendo 
was probably the first game that recognized that there’s a 
way to have a long period of play based more on gradual 
exploration rather than forcing you to develop a memoriza-
tion of the problem set, or just honing your dexterity to be 
able to survive the tenth wave of Defender, or something like 
that. We’re going far afield in video games history.
The switch from long form play rather than 
100 percent completionism.
Oh, that’s how we got there, right. So I think the multiple 
difficulty levels is unavoidable because there are just people 
who have played so many games they understand the tropes 
and will be able to see through these things. So they need 
something else to slow them down. But then the 100 per-
cent completionism I think is just a modern version of the 
impossibly hard to finish model. It’s baffling to me that it’s 
actually a satisfying way to play a game, because it so resem-
bles hide and seek or Easter egg hunt or something like 
that.
It allows you to consume the game, I think.
Well, and I think it has a certain gambling style, like addic-
tive reinforcement. If you have any packrat tendencies, you 
will be infuriated by seeing that 97 percent, and that will be 
enough to drive you to continue. But I don’t think that’s 
actually a life affirming satisfaction to get. It feels like, 
eating a lot of sugar that just has you wanting more sugar.
Well, that was really nice. I don’t want to 
take more of your time. It’s been 38 minutes 
and you have to catch your train.
I did set an alarm if you want to keep going. 
Actually, we’ve hit a lot of the points that I 
wanted to make. But just to update you, 
maybe it’s outside of the conversation 
spectrum, what I got really interested in was 
not only meditating on the connection 
making. I’m dealing with form which allows 
me to create my own visual language 
through repetition and recursion. The whole 
body of work started working like a 
computer program, where I can set some 
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variables and if you keep those variables in 
mind, you can call them later in another work.
I’m remembering a couple of points from your email that I 
did want to get back to. So one thing was just this general 
approach that you lay out: at any level of zoom into the 
designed work there is a common motif that is present at 
all scales, more or less. Last week I spent some time visiting 
friends in Los Angeles, and we went up to the Gamble 
House by these architects, Greene and Greene from the 
early 1900’s. And I’ve walked around this thing before and 
appreciated the outside of it. But we went for a tour this 
time and seeing the interior, what I was not prepared for 
was that beyond the building itself and the number of 
conserved motifs that happen on the outside and the in-
side, the architects also designed every piece of furniture in 
there. So the motifs you see on the windowpanes also show 
up and actually are derived from the dining room table 
shape, which in turn is derived from, I forget what the 
Japanese word is, but from the guard around 
the grip of a sword. It’s this kind of square 
with rounded cuts out of the corners shape. 
And so if you then cut that in half, one half of this arched 
thing is the motif that you see in every windowpane, it’s in 
all of the wooden outcroppings. 
That is recursive.
Yes. So there’s the table that set the template. They then 
ended up chopping it in half or doubling it to make all 
these other shapes. And then even in like the couches or the 
piano, all of these individual pieces pick up on this motif. 
And I don’t think I had ever been in such a coherently 
designed space before, and it was powerful in a way that I 
was not expecting. A lot of that, I’m sure, could come just 
from the building itself, which pushes a lot of buttons that 
most other architecture has lost interest in at this point. 
But something about everything being of a piece in that way 
really made it into a greater than the sum of its parts kind 
of experience. So that was number one.
And number two was the way that you phrased it, the 
idea of honesty. I wonder whether there is such a thing as 
honesty on a formal level, you know? Is the Pompidou 
Center honest whereas, I don’t know, the Lincoln Memorial 
is dishonest? By your standards of the form having to 
expose everything about its internal construction, I would 
say that only the Pompidou or the brutalist architecture 
that has all it’s HVAC on the outside could possibly qualify. 
And yet, I think even though the Lincoln Memorial is this 
object that’s pretending to have been built 2000 years before 
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it actually was, there is a much greater degree of upfront 
declaration of the message that it’s trying to 
convey and why it exists, than there is with 
why an art gallery should embrace its imple-
mentation details. You know?
The way I define honesty is through a scale. 
Yes, there cannot be pure honesty because 
we can’t observe the world without filters. 
Our cognition, first of all, is a filter. And I 
always talk about our ability to abstract 
things. Like I’m holding a page right now, and 
I’m actually not holding a page, I’m holding 
trillions of atoms. We can just call this a page 
and skip all the electrons and atoms that are 
making this up. So first of all, we ourselves 
have these shortcuts for efficiency to observe 
the world, sometimes we are very removed. 
Back to today, we are constantly dealing with 
interfaces with many layers and streamlined 
designs, I actually find this quite frustrating. 
You can’t communicate without adding 
layers. We have to choose a typeface, right? 
That’s one layer added already, maybe many 
layers since every typeface comes with its 
own baggage. I’m at peace with having 
layers, I have no problem with them. But what 
I figured out, and what I discuss in my thesis, 
is if these layers are about the previous thing 
that they were added on, or if they of confirm 
or acknowledge that, then 
maybe we achieve a little bit 
of honesty. So that’s why 
brutalism works for me a 
little bit more, or the Duck building of Venturi. 
The form of the building is what it is.
All of your reasoning makes sense to me. What I’m question-
ing is your underlying goal. That’s the part I feel is actually 
not as clear cut for me. What you call honesty, I kind of think 
of as a lack of a user interface. What you were just describing 
as far as when we think about objects or anything in the 
world, we are going to necessarily have a reductive view of it, 
and through abstraction we can just put it into a bucket of 
thing we know, rather than all the details of the specific 
thing. And I’m on board with that. But then the idea that we 
also do this artificially, recognizing that we deal with ab-
stractions, the idea that we want to consciously create the 
affordances for an abstraction rather than just letting it 
happen, I view that as being an important piece of cultural 
and technological progress. And it reminds me of Rem Kool-
haas’ “Delirious New York.” He lays out his five mental leaps 
that allowed the skyscraper style, the early Manhattanism as 
a building style in general to happen. The two of them that 
seemed the most important to me are along the lines of this 
willful abstracting, where he points to the way that any tall 
building is this multiplication of the plot of land. Just ad 
infinitum up into the sky and breaking any necessary con-
nection between what’s happening in any of those floors. In 
a 100-story building you actually have 100 single story build-
ings, and none of them has to care at all about what else is 
going on in there. And then parallel, perpendicular to that, 
the façade of the building doesn’t need to have anything to 
do with the interior. And it’s funny that he made that point 
100 years before, 75 years before Frank Gehry and the CAD 
people that now mean that nothing about the envelope of 
this thing has to do with the inside. 
The fact that, I started off talking about this in terms of 
user interface. I see the value in creating something that a 
new person can come to that is designed to have a mental 
model that’s easy for you to pick up and fully embrace to use 
this thing to the fullest, even if it is not accurate to how it’s 
implemented. Especially if the way it’s implemented is very 
complex. It’s interesting to me that insight and this guy who 
puts metal and glass and concrete together to build struc-
tures that the same insight applies in both cases. It adds a 
level of freedom that isn’t just used for expression in a fine 
arty way. Rather than getting Dada, suddenly you get more 
useful tools and machines for living. To me that’s pretty 
powerful and there would have to be a significant upside to 
embracing the purity of the alternative, to give up on all 
this. So that’s my impassioned plea for pragmatism on this.
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How I tried to translate my ideas into web 
and user interfaces is through asking:  
how do I eliminate the distance between me 
and the real content that I’m dealing with? 
That’s why if you look at my work, interface 
elements pop up. Can we as a society 
acknowledge that there are so many media-
tors to achieve one final product? I’m not at  
a level or a place to declare what is better or 
worse for the society. But I think right now 
we have so much lack of awareness. This is  
a whole other topic to discuss but I spend  
my time questioning the way we receive our 
daily news and how we interact with our 
environment through filters and I feel like  
I lost touch of my own reality.
It’s funny how like when we talk about transparency and 
opacity, I think we have the words backwards.
Yeah.
At the moment, we’re able to keep adding layer after layer 
after layer of mediation on, because they’re all transparent. 
You have no way of seeing the accumulation of these things. 
I know where you’re coming from as far as wanting to call 
attention to that. But I think it’s almost more interesting 
when you are dealing with things that actually stand a 
chance of being made 20 percent opaque so you can see 
how it all adds up. And I wonder whether that is something 
that the internet world is well adapted to, or if that’s some-
thing that you can make the point more viscerally if you’re 
talking about supply chains or economic conditions or 
human migrations. These things where you don’t need to 
fight the desire people have to abstract things. Especially 
when you start talking about technology very few people 
have an interest in learning the ins and outs of how it 
actually works. That temptation to just abstract everything 
together into computer or internet and even the desire to 
abstract all of the internet into the web and all of the web 
into Facebook. Maybe the society needs to address this as 
strongest there, but I also put the lowest odds on making 
that intervention successfully. Whereas all the things that 
are suddenly under attack in the country today and around 
the world, are both better test cases for this type of aware-
ness, I think, and might also matter more in both the short 
and the long term, that our media health is like our diet. 
But if you have an acute health problem you should probably 
treat that before getting around to a diet and exercise scheme. 
And this is exactly why sometimes my explo-
rations tend to fall into the speculative part 
of design. But it helps. I can raise the right 
questions. Layering as I said is not a problem 
for me but just being really aware of how 
many layers you’re adding or acknowledging 
that, that’s been the thesis, or one big part of 
the thesis.
I think systems that allow for an infinite number of middle-
men to insert themselves are inherently dangerous or likely 
to turn abusive to its users. Totally unrelated free associat-
ing now too, the John Syracuse definition of Enterprise 
software—the custom software big corporations or universi-
ties make—is a software where the person who is paying for 
it is not the person that will eventually be using it. We’re in 
a world where the person paying for it means the person 
who is able to offer any guidance over whether it’s doing 
thing properly or not. This is a terrible set of mismatched 
incentives. So I feel like Enterprise software was just the 
thin end of the wedge. As things have gotten increasingly 
computerified, we’ve found ways to turn everything, where 
there used to be a direct consumer/provider relationship 
into something where we are at the end of a long chain of 
people that have a lot more say in the design of the system 
that we’re using and have an entirely different set of use 
cases and desires for what it should give them, let alone us. 
This conversation took place on April 3, 2017  
between 6:15–7:15pm at the Rhode Island School of Design, Fleet Library.  
Above transcript is lightly edited for a better reading flow.
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Julia Born
CEM ESKINAZI I was at your lecture last 
month and was very excited to see the book  
A NotB. It was the first time I saw the entire 
project and I was able to connect with it 
intuitively. It was a delight watching you go 
through the pages since my 
mind works just like this 
book. There is something I 
often struggle about my 
work. So much of it is about 
presenting landscapes 
where I ask people to be active participants 
in order to unfold a message or an experi-
ence. If I start explaining the work, the magic 
falls apart. I am constantly thinking about 
how to balance this; how much do I give to 
the reader and how much do I hold back? 
How did you deal with this issue during your 
collaboration with Uta [Eisenreich]?
Julia born Well, it’s kind of a tricky question especially 
for that particular work since it’s a bit more complex. This 
whole work is based on relationships between images. Not 
just image and text but also image and image. The whole 
work unfolds over sequences of images. For quite some 
time, we intended to make this a picture only book. She 
exhibits images and I just felt that in the context of a 
book — which is not an exhibition wall — it’s an object that 
you spend time with and that you can revisit. I thought we 
shouldn’t miss the opportunity of adding text. Not just a 
single layer but actually several layers. We didn’t want to 
choose texts to pair with images or have the text explain 
images—which is quite often what happens when you have 
image and text next to each other. You immediately start to 
make a connection between the two. So there was a very 
deliberate system not to give the reader too much or not to 
give the reader too specific and explicit information about 
image and text. Each image does have a so called caption 
and this caption could consist of a word, a sentence, a 
whole excerpt to paragraph… A quote, a poem, a joke. We 
bundled all the texts together to intersect it with the image 
chapters. For me, the image is still dominant and text is an 
anchor point to give hints if you want to read it. You can 
read it in the intended way but it’s not forcing you to read 
text and image in a very specific form or way of combina-
tion. So that was our balance of how much to give a reader. 
It’s a good example of balance. We tried to keep it not as 
explicit as it could be.
I was talking to a really close friend of mine. 
His name is Sameer Farooq and
(Laughs with surprise) No way!
I told him about my interview plans. He 
asked me why I was interested and how I 
would define your work. I told him that I love 
your work because it is very stark and just to 
the point. This is something that I strive in 
my work. In addition, in your interview at 
RISD, you talked so much about the impor-
tance of transparency and honesty. How do 
you bring these to your work?
The honesty, the dishonesty. That’s a good question. I don’t 
know if I can talk about it almost as an external thing that  
I try to bring into the work. I’m just trying to be a honest 
designer in the sense that I always consider myself as the 
first reader of something. It’s just a crucial criteria or foun-
dation in how I deal with content and also how I deal with 
people. It’s a very important thing in a relationship espe-
cially if you make a book with let’s say an artist or a curator.
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I don’t even have to see myself in the role of the reader 
but I am reader of material. Let’s say if I get a box of images 
or kind of texts, I am the first to read. I’m trying to answer 
these design questions from the point of view of a reader 
and not necessarily of a designer. Maybe that’s a conse-
quence of, or that adds a level of honesty or pureness. I’m 
not trying to make things more complicated than they are. 
It’s actually the opposite. It’s important for the reader to 
find an entry point into a material. This could happen in 
any way. It can happen through the photography, it can 
happen through the materiality of a book—now I’m just 
talking about books but that actually applies to any media. 
You have to offer many doors for someone to enter to the 
material and to information. Give 
little the anchor points, or give corner-
stones of information that is necessary 
to understand something. I think 
designing for me has a lot to do with 
understanding. That is the first thing I need to do. I need to 
understand something in order to design it. And some-
times, for example in the case of Uta, the book is the work. 
So the work was not shown in a specific context. The work 
was the book and that made it quite special. It’s not a work 
like Shannon’s [Ebner]. In that case the show needed to be 
translated into a book.
Something that you mentioned in a previous 
interview was really beautiful to me. You said 
you are very scared of your design overriding 
the work and I see that you can navigate this 
balance really well. How do you negotiate 
this with the artist or when and how does 
this conversation come in? What is your role 
when you enter a relationship with an artist 
as a designer?
Actually, for example, Shannon [Ebner] and I were both on 
the same page. She was even a bit more, let’s say careful. 
There were some things that I proposed that she said “no, 
that’s too much.”
The important thing in working with someone is to 
establish the sense of trust. That you trust the other but 
also the other trusts you in decision making. This can 
become difficult if you work with people that always know 
better. If they don’t trust you and your instincts and how far 
you can go. So this mutual trust is really important and 
that’s something you can’t always foresee. It’s hard to 
predict how a collaboration will unfold. I had different 
experiences and in the case of Shannon [Ebner] I think 
we’ve established this trust. We also had a lot of time on  
our hands to work on the book.
That is also something that I struggle with 
when I step into a collaboration with 
someone. Just convincing that we’re on the 
same team and I am there to elevate the work.
You teach at the Rietveld Academy.  
I’m really interested in how you carry your 
graphic design practice into your classroom. 
What is the connection between your meth-
odologies and your approach to students?
It’s nice, it’s a very fruitful connection. I’ve been teaching 
for 15 years now. I’ve always dealt with new content in my 
work. I come across an interesting text, topic, or a book and 
that inspires what I do at school with my students. 
So in a way, teaching always reflects my professional life 
and what I am concerned with at a given time. I could talk a 
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lot about it because it’s crucial. Teaching provides addition-
al research into things that I’m interested in. I pick up on 
interesting keywords and try to bring it to the students just 
out of my own curiosity. My class is called Graphic Design. 
So it isn’t specific like topography or image, just graphic 
design. So I do very different things. I try to do projects that 
sharpens the way students develop an idea.
And of course I feel like so much time is being put into 
ideation and concept. Once it is solved, there is never time 
to properly look into design, typography, and micro-details 
at the Rietveld. Of course Rietveld has a reputation on 
conceptual education or an education in graphic design 
with a conceptual focus and not so much skills.
But I went through the same education and I learned 
that skill is something you can teach yourself or that you 
can have someone else teach you or explain to you. It’s also 
a matter of exercise. So the emphasis is more within under-
standing something and finding and appropriate form for it.
I remember at one point I was really fed up with the 
conceptual talk. Nobody ever showed work and everything 
remained in talking. As a result me and some other students 
started to do super formal exercises. And that’s when you 
end up having a different kind of talk about design which is 
as valuable as the other things. So to me it’s always trying to 
seek the balance.
I was just asked to do an assignment and I decided to  
do it with the students. So our exchange goes very far.  
I believe it’s important for education and professional  
practice to overlap. 
You are very interested in the editorial input 
of the designer so you want to honor this in 
your classroom.
Yeah. I’m trying to sharpen the awareness of the students 
on how much power they have. Designing content is not  
for everyone.
Is there a certain methodology of teaching 
that you find yourself following?
What could that be? Do you have an example?
I, for example, am an observer of the 
student, I try to hold back on any comments 
until I fully hear and try to really understand 
what the student is trying to achieve. 
Whereas I see some professors are more 
controlling and they know where to push the 
student. From knowing your work and how 
you honour the content, I was wondering if 
you carry that approach into the classroom?
That’s a really good question. I think it is terrible to have 
ones own idea about how something should be. But I don’t 
try to be passive either because I’m trying to give very honest 
criticism and again I’m also the first reader, the first viewer 
or the first listener of their ideas. So I’m trying to ask them 
a lot of questions. I try to establish a dialogue through 
questions. I do believe that it is important to push. Because 
I do know teachers that are not very involved in the process 
and they guide a student on a path he has chosen without 
ever questioning if it is the right path or not? I try to set it 
up so the students don’t take my criticism literally but they 
take it as a trigger or as a next step to raise new questions.
It’s not so much like a methodology that I made up.  
It has a lot to do with my personality and how I deal with 
things I wonder about. And I try to be as honest as possible 
with the students. Sometimes it’s very hard but I just be-
lieve that honesty brings them so much further 
than some kind of nice criticism or nice confir-
mation of what they do is great. But I know 
people that are much more tough and much 
more critical then me. The criticism and the encourage-
ment should be balanced. That’s something I learned from 
my own teacher Linda Van Deursen. She could always bring 
the bad news with a smile so even if she said the most 
devastating thing to a student, she could say it in a really 
nice way so people don’t start crying. But teaching and, my 
other work is definitely very much linked.
This conversation took place on April 11, 2017  between 9:30–10:45am through Skype.  
Above transcript is edited for a better reading flow.
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REVEALS
WORK 8180 CLOSED STUDIO OPEN POP-UP
Identity system designed in collaboration 
with Bo-won Keum for RISD GD MFA’s Pop-
Up exhibition titled Closed Studio Open 
Pop-Up. Letter-sized modules are used to 
create large scale installations, posters  
and signage both around the campus and 
inside the exhibition. A library of letter 
combinations were printed and dropped 
on the exhibition site to be picked up by 
visitors. This allowed anyone to make their 
own messages.
Closed Studio 
Open Pop-Up
Closed Studio Open Pop-Up Fletcher 505 Grad Graphic Design
OS
A single module. Top two letters are modified in each module allowing for 
custom messaging. The modules are printed B&W on Magenta paper.
→ 102
→ 43
→ 3
2
→ 4
3
→ 528
WORK 8382
Main poster / installation took place at the lobby of CIT, RISD.
CLOSED STUDIO OPEN POP-UP
WORK 8584
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CLOSED STUDIO OPEN POP-UP
WORK 8786 WORK TITLE
WORK 8988
Installation shots from different use cases such as poster, wayfinding, and identity.
CLOSED STUDIO OPEN POP-UP
WORK 9190 WORK TITLE
WORK 9392
During a weekend workshop with  
Metahaven’s Vinca Kruk, I was asked to 
create a one minute video using overlays 
to alter the meaning of existing footage. 
Blue Skies is my response to the prompt. 
It comments on the ways we enjoy and 
interact with nature, the outdoors and 
our surroundings. The piece reminds the 
audience of the normalized constant  
mediation between us and the world. 
A fade-in introduces a point-of-view 
scene of someone walking towards a win-
dow. A lullaby cover of the song Blue 
Skies by Pink Floyd is playing in the back-
ground. The sequence comes into focus, 
uncovering a view of an urban landscape. 
It’s a cloudy day. A focal shift reveals a 
tight net filtering the vista. The scene is 
further disrupted when the video loses 
its resolution and interface elements— 
a cursor, search bar etcetera—transforms 
the window into a browser window  
performing a YouTube search of the phrase 
“Blue Skies.” Only after seeing a Virgin 
Airlines advertising, the sequence cuts to 
a scene from an eight-hour-long cloud 
video. This is the first time we are able to 
see an unobstructed clear sky—through 
YouTube. The cloud scenery is interrupted 
as the video collapses into a hyperreal 
space in which we witness an interface 
assembling a painterly landscape through 
collaging stock footage. A sunset forces 
the video to a fade-to-black.
Blue Skies
Interface elements used for  
story telling purposes.
→ 144
→ 510
→ 580
→ 1
16
→ 3
92
→ 2
7
BLUE SKIES
WORK 9594 BLUE SKIES
WORK 9796
00:05
00:22
00:37
00:47
00:55
00:10
00:25
00:40
00:50
00:56
00:14
00:28
00:42
00:53
00:57
00:16
00:31
00:44
00:54
00:59
BLUE SKIES
WORK 9998 BLUE SKIES
WORK 101100 BLUE SKIES
WORK 103102 DISPLAYING GRAPHIC DESIGN
Displaying Graphic Design is a six part 
modular essay written and designed in 
response to the 2016 RISD Graphic Design 
Triennial. The essay explores, raises ques-
tions and comments on what it means to 
display graphic design in the gallery. The 
piece is designed to live before, during, 
and after the Triennial.
The modular construction of the essay 
allows for it to be read in small parts or  
as a whole. Each module is printed on 
numbered 6×9" cards. A marking system 
printed on the four edges guides the  
reader to organize modules in a pre-deter-
mined grid. The shuffled cards are placed 
as takeaways on a table, along with other 
works. In addition, curators Lisa Maione 
and Gabriel Melcher decided to display 
the essay on the gallery through hanging 
the cards in a grid format.
Displaying  
Graphic Design
↱ Following six pages are 1:1 reproductions 
of the actual displayed cards.
Cards on display at the 2016 Graphic Design Triennial.
→ 80→
 32
→ 182
WORK 105104 WORK TITLE
For sake of entertainment, let’s speculate an exhibition 
on book design where books are hung on the wall or 
displayed inside glass vitrines and all books are stripped 
entirely of their contents. What is left to look at are pages, 
page numbers, typefaces, binding, colors etc. Even in this 
speculative presentation, with the absence of the actual 
content, these elements will not make so much sense 
with the absence of the actual content.
With these considerations in mind, is it still possible  
to state that one cannot simply display graphic design 
because graphic design is not content? Displaying 
graphic design in a traditional white cube manner may 
create problematic results but one must always 
remember that the form of the context is a topic (content) 
worth investigating³. The fun part of design is that it is  
not anxious to be radically original. In fact, it needs to be 
derivative in order to be functional. A fork can come  
in millions of different forms but it will always look like  
a «fork». Otherwise, when abstracted, it will loose it’s  
forkness—this holds true for graphic design as well 
(especially for contemporary practices such as UX/UI  
or application design where everything looks similar).  
In a library, it is most likely that the books will have 
covers, pages, some kind of binding, ink, bastard titles, 
paragraphs, sentences etc. Can the value of a graphic 
design exhibition emerge when works are juxtaposed 
together and their relationships are transparentized? 
 3The white cube can be satisfied 
through displaying type specimens. 
Type has no content when it is  
stripped away from words, sentences,  
paragraphs, pages. When it is  
hung on a whitewall in isolation, it only 
is about black and white forms. 
Graphic Design uses various tools like typog-
raphy, images, web, and printing techniques  
to organize information and distribute it. These 
graphic design tools can be considered as 
building blocks. However, they are also tools  
for filtering and isolating information. One 
cannot observe unlimited, unorganized, and 
chaotic information thus, for sake of efficiency  
the designer must in some way, filter, organize 
and distribute information in order to connect 
the information to the end user. As a conse-
quence, when the design is completed, the final 
desired «designed» piece is often a functioning 
system that operates as a context modified  
for a specific content. Graphic design operates  
best when it is homogenized and is in perfect 
harmony with content. This means that the 
design can often be meaningless when it oper-
ates free from content. Even when design is just 
a pure expression through form, it still functions 
as context. In this case, the form interacts with 
the content in a very intimate fashion. Do 
Graphic Designers design context?
 1 Written by Cem Eskinazi  
in conversation with Gabriel Melcher  
and Lisa Maione.
Displaying Graphic Design¹
WORK 107106 WORK TITLE
The thought exercise of graphic 
design as context design becomes 
relevant when a graphic design 
object is displayed in a white cube² 
environment. One of the main func-
tions of the white cube is to strip 
context and prioritize content. For 
this reason, the idea of exhibiting 
graphic design is paradoxical. 
Since it is context, Graphic Design 
is a contradictory element in this 
equation. Interestingly enough, 
both the white cube and graphic 
design have the power and often 
the responsibility to function as 
boundary so that the audience  
can absorb the content directly  
and efficiently.
 2 The white cube operates similarly  
to deep space. It imitates the idea of 
nothingness, and thus inherits the 
power of separating an object from its 
context. Any artwork, when placed 
inside the cube, disconnects from the 
outside, becoming its own context.  
As a result, the artwork immediately 
starts talking about itself. In many 
cases, the work is not displayed in an 
isolated manner but is sequenced or 
curated amongst related, or unrelated 
pieces. This hastily summarizes  
the faith that most art objects that are 
purchased by institutions operating  
in the white cube fashion. A curated 
exhibition creates new narratives 
utilizing these works of art. The 
artworks become words which the 
exhibition transforms in to a story.
Another level of friction between graphic design and the 
white cube arises when we consider its qualities of multi-
plicity and distribution. A single poster, newspaper, or 
book is often times meaningless (unless it is purposefully  
a single edition). We, as a society, are used to experiencing 
graphic design in mass quantities—imagine a bookstore, 
or a newsstand. Cliché images from old archives often 
showcase people pasting-up poster after poster on desig-
nated areas—usually pasting the new on top of the old. 
This may be the romantic end of the spectrum but this is 
how we are used to looking at graphic design, in multi-
plicity. However, the typical white cube display does not 
normally appreciate a multiplicity of this kind. The white 
walls are there to separate the artwork from reality and 
transform it into an «art object». Only through this isolation 
can the art object have an added market value. It becomes 
disconnected from everything except from itself.
This separation of object from context is often the case in 
historical graphic design shows. Take a look at the show: 
The Paris of Toulouse-Lautrec: Prints and Posters. In this 
show, the viewer can see all Lautrec’s posters that MoMA 
has in their archives. They are hung next to each other one 
by one as single reproductions and protected behind glass 
cases. These posters have already lost their primary func-
tion of announcing events. They are now an official archive 
and their form is more important than the content because 
the content is no longer relevant. The issue in this show is 
«how» did they communicate. This show is truly an exhibi-
tion of contexts.  
WORK 109108 WORK TITLE
Can displaying web work in a gallery 
break the white cube? The web is  
now a primary playground for graphic 
designers and it is not uncommon  
to see a computer set up inside a 
gallery with a webpage loaded.  
This is so different than displaying  
a painting in the same gallery.  
A computer is where the website is 
meant to be viewed at and through this 
display method, the white cube fails to 
re-create a sterile viewing environment 
through context-separation. Web is 
meant to be and can be simply viewed 
from anywhere in the world if one has 
access to a browser. Putting it in to  
the context of a Graphic Design show 
juxtaposes the website with another 
piece of work. This is a unique value 
that only a gallery setting can supply. 
This interesting relationship can only 
be achieved through displaying web.
If graphic design gives form to 
content, then it also archives it. 
Therefore, a piece of graphic 
design can easily point in a 
time line. Typefaces, layouts, 
colors, materials and even the 
way designers solve problems 
are anchor points in our history. 
Through juxtaposition, these 
anchors can be perfectly visible 
to the audience. So a graphic 
design exhibition can illustrate 
the «current state» of the  
practice.
WORK 111110 YELLOW YELLOW
How can the container be more aware of 
its contents? Yellow Yellow is a book about 
the color yellow. The book is printed on 
yellow paper using yellow ink calibrated 
to match the paper perfectly. The texture 
difference created due to the plasticity of 
the LaserJet ink enables the printed areas 
to be seen and read. The book is coptic 
stitched with thread custom dyed to be 
color matched to the paper and the ink. 
In a book about yellow, the pages, the 
ink, and the binding is both aware and 
reflexive of what they contain.
Yellow Yellow
→ 628
→ 164
→ 4
90
→ 580
Through matching my printer’s yellow with the paper color, I achieved the effect of printing  
with transparent ink.

WORK 115114
Since the book was printed using a LaserJet printer, 
the readability is achieved through the difference of 
texture. The printer melts a layer of toner on the paper. 
This results in a shine. This is why the book can only be 
read by looking at it from different angles. This makes 
documenting the object very difficult.
YELLOW YELLOW
WORK 117116 SPOTIFY IS THE MESSAGE
Spotify is the 
Message
↱ Screenshots of Spotify 
interface displaying published 
messages through playlists.
Experimental Publishing: Gesture One Create Daily Simple Act iT Shoulda Be Pub Lick
Songs are abstracted, packaged, and  
represented through their titles. Song ti-
tles are not stand alone works, they repre-
sent what they are attached to. However, 
titles are not pure reductions, they can 
add meaning to what they are representing. 
I published a series of messages 
through using song titles as source material 
in order to reveal possibilities titles might 
offer other than their original purposes. 
For this project I utilized the Spotify  
interface which currently allows access  
to twenty million songs. Spotify is a visual 
interface designed to organize and deliver 
auditory content. As a result, the interface 
relies on titles, artist names, and album 
art—possible visual representations of 
content—in order to operate. We can safely 
assume that there are enough variety  
of song titles that would allow anyone to  
create almost any possible messaging through  
collaging and reordering song titles. One 
might rightfully argue that what the project 
actually reveals is the possibilities Spotify 
might offer other than it’s original purpose.
→ 10
→ 510
→ 3
6
WORK 119118
John Cage: I Have Nothing To Say and i'm saying it...
SPOTIFY IS THE MESSAGE
WORK 121120
Clothing Clothes Clothing: Print Clothes Language Which Is to Say iT Clothes Clothing From President Somerson: ADO Be Creative Cloud Will Be Free Beginning In October Two Thousand Sixteen
SPOTIFY IS THE MESSAGE
WORK 123122
Moscow Diaries is a pair of artist books 
resulting from a 1:1 translation of the 
short video series shot by Can Eskinazi.  
Part 1, Hotel Cosmos, is a sequence of 
shots displaying the Moscow skyline dur-
ing what appears to be a sunset or a  
sunrise. The piece schowcases a centered 
shot of a small sized hotel television  
set broadcasting daily news. Frames from 
the video are captured in two second  
increments to be then translated into 
spreads. The book adapts the format of 
the video thus highlighting the differences 
between two formats. For example, a  
centered squence translates awkwardly 
into a book form since the main content 
always falls into the gutter, rendering 
crucial information inaccessible. Whereas 
the skyline sequence translates seamlessly 
into the book format.
Moscow Diaries
Part 2, Statues, is a “mystery thriller 
featuring a rather unusual Russian cab 
driver.” The piece takes form of subtitles 
and sound. Movie to book translation  
in this case is an interesting one since the 
original video adapts qualities of text 
based media. The resulting all-black book 
is a representation of the dark empty movie 
screen. The original work almost feels as 
if it is a translation of the resulting book. 
→ 652
→ 2
20
Moscow Diaries Parts 1 & 2.
MOSCOW DIARIES
WORK 125124
↑ Opening shot and “news scene” from Moscow Diaries, Part 1—Hotel Cosmos.
← Some of the frames used to make up the book. Frames are captured in 2 second intervals.
MOSCOW DIARIES
WORK 127126
Moscow Diaries, Part 1—Hotel Cosmos, the book.
Spreads from Moscow Diaries, Part 1—Hotel Cosmos.
MOSCOW DIARIES
WORK 129128
Frames from Moscow Diaries, Part 2—Statues,  
the whole piece is composed of subtitles and sound.
Moscow Diaries, Part 2—Statues, the book.
MOSCOW DIARIES
WORK 131130
A label gun is used to tag an urban land-
scape stealing the attention of the passer-by 
to recognize the mundane. The experience 
is jarring since the labels add no new  
information to the things they are labeling. 
In fact, the labels only define the objects 
they are attached, they are meta-data.
Labeling the City
→ 24
→ 656
→ 1
64
Wall.
LABELING THE CITY
WORK 133132
Brick
Red
Sidewalk
Graffiti
Trashcan
LABELING THE CITY
WORK 135134 BITMOJI GENDERS
Bitmoji Genders is a one minute time-
lapse screen recording of an attempt to 
hack the Bitmoji application in order to 
reveal the platform’s gender bias. 
Bitmoji is a platform for creating highly 
customizable avatars. A step-by-step pro-
cess guides the user to assemble the 
most accurate and/or desired representa-
tion of themselves. The application con-
tains a curated pallet of body features in 
order to maintain a manageable and eas-
ily digestible process since it is designed 
for a general audience. In theory, the 
carefully selected features are enough to 
represent every living person. What 
seems to be a hyper-inclusive platform 
instantaneously becomes controversial 
as the user is asked to choose a gender 
from a pool of two selections. The curated 
Bitmoji Genders
set of feature modules is determined  
by this selection. 
The one minute time-lapse calls atten-
tion to this gender inclusivity problem 
through a hack performing a smooth 
gradual transformation of pre-deter-
mined male and female figures to their 
binary opposites.
Online Bitmoji interface: the problematic gender selection screen.
→ 182→
 80
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BITMOJI GENDERS
WORK 139138
Initial frame from Bitmoji Genders.
BITMOJI GENDERS
WORK 141140
Scenes from Bitmoji Genders.
BITMOJI GENDERS
WORK 143142
Final frame from Bitmoji Genders.
BITMOJI GENDERS
WORK 144
Print Interaction is a form generator that 
takes browser interaction as its input. 
Clicks translate to circles, resize to trian-
gles, and keyboard interaction to letters. 
The page can be printed at any desired 
size and ratio ranging from a stamp to a 
billboard. The physical printed product 
is entirely a record of how that product 
was digitally composed. The process is 
the product.
Print Interaction
→ 160
→ 580
→ 2
4
→ 3
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WORK 147146 PRINT INTERACTION
Printing the form at US Letter size, portrait orientation.
Printing the form at a stamp size. Printing the form at a bookmark size.
Printing the form at Tabloid size, landscape orientation.
WORK 149148
Printing the form at a poster size. Browser directly connected to the plotter.
PRINT INTERACTION
5/15/16, 3:25 AMBrowser
Page 1 of 1file:///Users/cemeskinazi/Desktop/PRIN…20THIS%20INTERFACE%20FINAL/index.html
5/15/16, 3:26 AMBrowser
Page 1 of 1file:///Users/cemeskinazi/Desktop/PRIN…20THIS%20INTERFACE%20FINAL/index.html

5/15/16, 3:27 AMBrowser
Page 1 of 1file:///Users/cemeskinazi/Desktop/PRIN…20THIS%20INTERFACE%20FINAL/index.html
5/15/16, 3:28 AMBrowser
Page 1 of 1file:///Users/cemeskinazi/Desktop/PRIN…20THIS%20INTERFACE%20FINAL/index.html
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↑ A poster generated through website and 
sent directly from the browser to plotter.
← Various size and formats printed directly 
from the browser using a B&W printer.
PRINT INTERACTION
WORK 160
WYSIHIWM (What You See is How it Was 
Made) is a series of 18 × 24" posters. Each 
poster represents and demonstrates an 
InDesign operation like step and repeat or 
copy and paste, ultimately making it 
about how the poster itself was designed. 
Copy and paste dialogue box copied and 
pasted, step and repeat box repeated, and 
the align tool aligned are all iterations on 
the idea of emphasizing the tool behind 
every design process. Some iterations are 
not bound to single moves and are com-
menting on the fact that they were created 
through this particular interface. The 
posters are printouts of the very interface 
that designed them.
WYSIHIWM
→ 392

WORK 164
The Book is in Your Hands is a book about 
itself. It’s language re-states readers’ cur-
rent actions in any given moment during 
the reading process. The content also of-
fers a simultaneous in-depth investigation 
of its object. The content is ornament as 
it displays information about its context  
(its material, history, culture etc.). The 
container (context), in this case the book, 
is the content, and the content (the text) 
is meta-data.
This project is about the book’s rela-
tionship to itself. It creates a unique reading 
experience wherein the reader is hyper- 
engaged with the object he/she is holding. 
It concentrates the reader’s attention to 
be fully aware of the present moment.  
In this case, the object is its own contained 
environment.
The Book is in 
Your Hands
→ 286
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181THE BOOK IS IN YOUR HANDS
WORK 183182 TEST
In the summer of 2010, I was in charge  
of a small sized dark room in İzmir, Turkey. 
It was then, when I first worked with a  
focusing sheet to fix our enlarger.
TEST, was a week long installation con- 
sisting of 18 posters and 6 booklets. Inspired 
from my previous job as a dark room photo 
printer, I developed an interest in functional 
forms drawn by engineers to test and  
calibrate machines. I decided to re-create 
the marks using a similar mathematical 
approach. I removed the forms out of their 
contexts to create a purely aesthetic experi-
ence. However, these posters could still 
calibrate and focus cameras. The archive  
of modules I recreated were uploaded to  
a public site in order to be shared so any 
visitor could create their own posters.
Later on, I developed an interest in  
particular group of calibration targets, the 
TEST
ones that are testing the very device that 
produced them. Like a projector calibra-
tor, that is being projected or printer 
tests that tests the printer that prints the 
test itself. These are unique situations 
where a device creates content about it-
self. The content becomes an ornament 
about the device. Since my posters were 
still functional, they could be considered 
as ornaments for the studio plotter.
→ 412
→ 528→
 32
→ 644
→ 24
A Siemens Star redrawn mathematically accurate.
WORK 185184
The series started with re-crating existing calibration targets  
as accurately as possible. The aim was to create a toolbox— 
a calibration library—that I could refer to whenever needed.  
Above are some shapes from this library. As I got deeper into the 
creation process, I created some speculative elements as well.  
The assets are publicly available to anyone through the TEST website.
TEST
WORK 187186 TEST
WORK 189188
A calibration mark I stumbled upon 
on the back corner of a milk carton.
TEST
WORK 191190
Why not yellow?
TEST
WORK 193192
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TEST
The shapes were then used to create 18 posters which  
became a gallery installation at RISD’s Fletcher building.
The posters were arranged to be hung on two opposite sides of the 
room resembling hidden corners of a printed box. This is side A.
Side B, the opposite wall.
General view of the room.
WORK 203202
Detail shots from posters.
TEST
WORK 205204
Poster #8 Poster #14
TEST
WORK 207206
Poster #18 Poster #4
TEST
WORK 209208
Poster #1
Poster #12
↱Following pages feature 
Poster #3 & Poster #13.
TEST
WORK 211210 WORK TITLE
WORK 213212 WORK TITLE
6 booklets were installed containing show statement  
and modules that were used to build these posters.
WORK 217216
↑ Modules displayed in booklets.
← 1st page from the booklet.
All booklets and posters hung using yellow and orange binder clips
TEST
WORK 219218
All modules are uploaded to a public website and could be downloaded by anyone to use.
Images of the posters are also uploaded, out of sequence so 
anyone can interact with them and create their own sequence
TEST
WORK 221220
Room 132 is a seat map of RISD Auditorium. 
A failed pursuit of decoding the system 
used for arranging the colored seats  
revealed that the arrangement is in fact  
random. Inspired by this discovery, I  
decided to design a book where each page 
represents a seat. A 1:1 translation idea, 
resulted in a sculpture of the space in the 
form of a Japanese bound book. 
Room 132
→ 286
→ 652
→ 9
→ 1
22
ROOM 132
Seats at RISD Auditorium.
WORK 225224
Colored letter sheets representing the  
three different chair colors were cut down  
to be half letter size.
Sheets were put in the same order of the seats.
Each row was categorized and labeled.
Labeled and organized sheets were 
ordered from lowest row (A) to highest (R).
The final result before binding.
ROOM 132
WORK 227226
Handmade row labeling is placed with real 
seperators. Tabs are added to indicate where 
each row starts.
A custom rig is designed to drill consistent holes using a drill press.
The book was bound with the help of Rebecca Leffell-Koren.
ROOM 132
WORK 229228
Tabs added to suggest rows. The form of the tabs also  
resembles the stairs of the auditorium.
The edges of the book is a color graph representing  
the chair distribution.
ROOM 132
WORK 231230 VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
Vernacular Spectacular is an exhibition at 
RISD’s Gelman Gallery curated in collab-
oration with Drew Litowitz showcasing 
work that utilizes the language of mass 
and consumer culture. The design of the 
space almost operates as an intervention 
through infusing the very language of 
these cultures in order to disturb the 
isolated and protected nature of the 
white cube. Although the gallery still pre-
serves its original program, due to such 
intervention, visitors constantly re-con-
sider and question their constructed  
realities while cruising through a cata-
logue of pre-built brand narratives.
“Our Promise to You” curatorial wall, 
department store price tag museum  
labels (with a functional barcode system!), 
custom made shipping boxes & tape  
promotional materials, overly-ambitious 
Vernacular  
Spectacular
opening events with crowd control and 
security measures are some of the tools 
Drew and I employed in order to achieve 
a subversion.
The flexible identity hacks and hijacks 
the space that a logomark occupies 
through injecting aggressive and ad-like 
rapid messaging inside the logo itself. 
The visual language of mass-consumer 
infrastructure such as barcodes  
and other meta-data are overused as  
ornamentation. Shipping boxes and 
packaging tape replaced traditional  
promotional materials such as fliers, 
posters, and websites. Logo mark along 
with some exhibition graphics were typeset 
using New Brush—a custom typeface  
designed by Wooksang Kwon.
The exhibition showcased 60 works 
from a wide range of current RISD stu-
dents along with alumni. The promotion 
brought 400 visitors to the opening night 
and over 2.5K people during its run time.
→ 42
→ 490
→ 24
→ 164
Entrance of the show. “Our promise to you” artist statement  
and official step and repeat wall.
WORK 235234
Cem Eskinazi MFA GD ’17
Curator
Drew Litowitz MFA GD ’17
Curator
Our Promise to You
When was the last time you reconsidered the things  
that surround you, the things you own, or even the basic 
things you do everyday? Just look around.
Every product you pull off the shelf, all of the things 
you see on tv, each website you click through, every 
building you pass, and even the desk you sit at each day 
comes prepackaged with its own narrative.
For years we have watched artists struggle to tell 
complicated stories. Aren’t these manufactured narra-
tives complicated enough? That’s where Vernacular 
Spectacular™ comes to the rescue! 
Vernacular Spectacular™ promises you a chance  
to see your constructed realities fresh, unpacked,  
and like never before.* The Vernacular Spectacular™ 
team is committed to re-presenting your world to you.  
No ifs, ands, or buts about it.
Now go ahead and enjoy our spectacular collection 
of art items, created by professional artists who under-
stand that the art we need is just around the corner. 
Vernacular Spectacular™ — where art meets life and 
you are on display.
*while supplies last
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Vernacular Spectacular
Cem Eskinazi ’17 GD MFA  
and Drew Litowitz ’17 GD MFA
December 2nd–January 29th
December 1st, 6pm–8pm
Gelman Gallery, Chace Center, 2nd Floor 
20 Main Street, Providence, RI 02903
401.709.8660
Gallery hours: Tue through Sun, 10am–5pm
For more information, go to  
risd.edu/about/galleries_exhibitions/gelman
Openin
g Rece
ption
Curate
d by
Artist statement written in the form of an “Our promise to you.”
Official postcards, front and back.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
WORK 237236
The initial ”call for work“ email featured a .gif displaying logos  
hacked to say ”work, call for work, or submit.“ These are some  
samples that were sent out.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
WORK 239238
Eerily familiar logos.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
WORK 241240
Frames from the original emailed .gif.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
WORK 243242
VERN
SPECT
™
The flexible logomark allows any messaging  
to be inserted in the place of ”Vern“ & ”Spect.“ (↱ 612)
Numerous .gifs leading up to the show were emailed and shared 
in social media platforms to promote the exhibition. The frames 
change rapidly aiming to emulate an aggressive ad-like messaging 
style. The .gif design takes advantage of the flexible logo design.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
WORK 245244
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VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
WORK 247246
Instead of traditional promotional methods such as posters and 
fliers, we decided to plant custom made shipping boxes and tape 
around the campus. The installation created an illusion of the show 
being shipped to RISD and waiting to be unpacked. The boxes and 
the tape comments on the infrastructure and logistics of mass 
culture and mass consumption.
Custom made shipping boxes used instead of posters. Four sides  
of the box is utilized to create a modular installation system.  
See following pages for examples.
Custom made tape operates as promotion, way finding, and packaging.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
A typical Vernacular Spectacular installation. Four boxes, all facing  
a different face to complete the message. The custom tape marks 
the boundaries of the installation making it easier to be recognized.
WORK 251250
My collaborator Drew Litowitz and I installing  
boxes and tape around the campus.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
WORK 253252
The modular design of the boxes allow for  
them to adopt to their surrounding architectural 
conditions. In tight areas, the boxes are stacked  
to create a totem-like structure. The messaging 
still remains clear.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
Tape used as urban intervention.
WORK 257256
Different ways of creating 
interventions using the tape.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
The opening night held five performances. The initial one took place 
at the entrance where crowd-control units and performers acting as 
security guards forced the visitors to form a line creating a night-
club like environment. The person with the blue shirt facing towards 
the crowd is a performer.
WORK 261260
A performance piece arranged by artist Makato 
Kumasaka titled 3D Breadclips. 800 breadclips were 
produced to be ”awkwardly fastened on“ to every 
visitors collar, referencing the cliché museum tabs. 
The breadclips were also alluding to the fact that 
the show had an ”expiration date“ rather than a 
closing date. The expiration date and breadclips 
points to the idea of shelf-life.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
Artist Eveny Chefa (Maia Chao) performs as an overworked store 
clerk. She performs speculative transactions utilizing her surreal 
transaction window sculptures. In this particular photo, she asks  
the participant to hand over all personal belongings through the 
sand-filled window. The participant then receives all belongings 
inside a vacuum sealed bag.
View of the main gallery.
WORK 267266
Hand painted signs on DayGlo paper by designer Nick Adam.
Textile designer Hyung Jung Jung creates jacquard inspired by childhood toys.
Artist Meghna Nayak creates Pop-Tarts using porcelain.
Furniture designer Emre Bağdatoğlu makes a chair using a wall-to-wall carpet. 
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
View of the main gallery.
WORK 271270
Gender related works are displayed inside the attached media 
gallery in order to call attention to serious issues.  
← The entrance is occupied by an installation by Nafis White.
Familiar Forms by Melissa Weiss.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
Filmmaker Eliza Doyle creates a portrait of Don Martone,  
a body builder/actor/real estate agent in her short  
documentary True Barbarian.
Artists Martim Galvaõ and Todd Anderson performing  
a 30 minute show at the opening.
WORK 277276
↑ Martim Galvaõ performs his piece titled K-Mart.  
← Edek Sher live collages audio extracted from money-related YouTube videos.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
WORK 279278
INTIMACY
Found Instagram™ images, Digital video
PHOEBE 
MORRISON
MADE BY
0.1GD BF
A
20
17
CORPORATE SAWHORSE BENCH
Walnut, Upholstery fabric, 
Upholstery foam
MELANIE
CHANG
MADE BY
0.2
FU
R
N
 B
FA
20
17
CRAFT: IKEA × MAKER
IKEA Micke desk, Bastogne walnut
JAKE MORITZ
MADE BY
0.3ID MID 2018
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING AT?
Wood, PETG, Screws, Conduit
RENEE YU JIN
MADE BY
0.4
SC
L/
PR
N
T 
B
FA
20
18
NATURAL ENERGY
Digital video
JAMES CHAE
MADE BY
0.5GD MF
A
20
16
CARRIE & LOWELL LINER NOTES
Laser print, Spiral binding
GRETA 
SKAGERLIND
MADE BY
0.6GD BF
A
20
18
FALLING
Inkjet print
BRIAN HICKS
MADE BY
0.7GD BF
A
20
16
CELEBRATION CAKES
Digital video
RACHEL 
HARRIS
MADE BY
0.8GD MF
A
20
15
SELFIE-STICK DIPTYCH
iPhone, Selfie-stick, Snake, Elephant
SOMNATH
BHATT
MADE BY
0.9GD BF
A
20
17
X-RATED DIGITAL PERFORMANCES
Online playlist of 12 videos, 
Various lengths
SOMNATH
BHATT
MADE BY
0.10GD BF
A
20
17
Wall labels take the form of department store price tags.  
Yellow tags indicate digital works.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
Artist Rachel Tandon creates a speculative sub-trend through 
commissioning 30 performers to show up to the opening with  
Adidas sliders.
WORK 283282
Vernacularspectacular.biz showcases a slowly rotating 3D rendering of the boxes.
Drew Litowitz and I posing infront of the Vernacular Spectacular 
step & repeat with 3D printed breadclips.
VERNACULAR SPECACULAR
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WORK 287286
After investigating Grammar of Ornament 
by Owen Jones, I took on a grand quest 
to fully understand what an ornament is. 
A meticulous research process resulted 
in an extensive mind map. Each point on 
the map is represented through an index 
card. The resulting set of cards is housed 
inside the folded down map + poster.
A territory on the map is about recur-
siveness and touches upon subjects such 
as fractals. Various forms are fed through 
InDesign’s “fancy” script—an operation 
that transforms simple geometric shapes 
into “decorative” elements. Each index 
card is then assigned a resulting form. 
The visible progression of the resulting 
forms suggest an alternative narrative for 
the randomly stacked index cards.
Ornament Map
The excess paper from trimming the book is re-used as a belly band to keep the map from unfolding.
→ 24
→ 642
→ 220
ORNAMENT MAP
The Grammar of Ornament
Ornament  Today
Helvetica
Modernism
Otto Wagner’s 
Post Office
Ornament and Crime
The Circular Ruins
Del Rigor en la Ciencia
Learning from Las Vegas
medical tattoo
Borges
Hyperreality Simulacra and Simulations
Tupper’s self-referential 
formula
Re-
The ornament is the content
Orn Without Real objects
Egyptian Column &  
the Lotus Flower
Owen Jones
museum
the missing glyph
The ornament is what the
object is made out of
fork
IIT McCormick 
Tribune Campus 
Center
Orange ball
Functional ornament
fractal
Duck
self-reference
Decorated  
Shed
Mandelbrot
printing today
decoration
Reference to “nothing”
the reference is the reality
Crystal Palace
Index
Functional design
the craft of printing
Useless Patents
Diacritic Inversions
diacritics
CMYK
 g˘ 
Kombinations-Schrift
Identification in  
Nazi camps
Yellow Yellow
InDesign Fancy
Cropmark crop
The book is in 
your hands
identity
Registration Flower
mon
Heraldry
reference
empty set
Repeat
Default actions
representation
useless
modularity
Wrong ornament
The medium is 
the message
Tube Ticket
Content-Context Seperation
pun
rebus
Displaying ornament
The fractal card and the map on the background.
WORK 293292
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 #
 
 B
Borges
 C
CMYK
Content-Context Seperation
Cropmark crop
Crystal Palace
 D
Decorated Shed
decoration
Default Actions
Del Rigor en la Ciencia
diacritics
Diacritical Inversions
Displaying ornament
Duck
 E
Egyptian column & 
 the Lotus Flower
empty set
 F
fork
fractal
Functional ornament
Functional design
 G˘
 g˘ 
 H
Helvetica
Heraldry
Hyperreality
 I
Identifi cation in 
 Nazi camps
identity
IIT McCormick Tribune
  Campus Center
Index
InDesign Fancy
 K
Kombination-Schrift
 L
Learning from Las Vegas
 M
Mandelbrot
medical tattoo
modernism
modularity
mon
museum
 O
Orange Ball
Ornament Today
Ornament is crime
Ornament without real objects
Otto Wagner’s Post Offi  ce
Owen Jones
 P
printing today
pun
 R
re
rebus
reference
reference to “nothing” the 
 reference is the reality
Registration Flower
Repeat
representation
 S
self-reference
Simulacra and Simulations
 T
The Circular Ruins
The Grammar of Ornament
The book is in your hands
The craft of printing
The medium is the message
the missing glyph
The ornament is the content
The ornament is what the  
 object is made out of
Tube Ticket
Tupper’s self-referential  
 formula
 U
Useless
Useless Patents
 W
Wrong ornament
 Y
Yellow Yellow
 
Egyptian Column/
 Lotus Flower
Functional Design
Identifi cation in 
 Nazi Camps
Reference
The Grammar of Ornament
Yellow YellowTitle
 
Duck
Borges
Cropmark Crop
Egyptian Column/
 Lotus Flower
fractal
Mandelbrot
medical tattoo
Tupper’s self-referential 
 formula
The book is in your hands
The ornament is the content
The ornament is what the
  object is made out of
Yellow Yellow
This is the self-reference 
card. It is also the key.  (See Also)
People
Works and references
Working lexicon
Visual experiments
Common references
R
un
ni
ng
 S
ho
ul
de
r
A key card, which is on top of the stack during initial use, helps explain the system. The word index is a point on the map. The card itself also functions as an index.
ORNAMENT MAP
WORK 295294
Every point on the map has a unique card that gives more information about the 
subject. Backs of the cards display form explorations from a recursive process.
ORNAMENT MAP
WORK 297296
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Owen Jones
 
Crystal Palace
Ornament Today
The Grammar of Ornament
Owen Jones (15 February 
1809 – 19 April 1874) was an 
English-born Welsh architect. 
A versatile architect and 
designer, he was also one of 
the most infl uential design 
theorists of the nineteenth 
century. He helped pioneer 
modern color theory, and his 
theories on fl at patterning 
and ornament still resonate 
with contemporary designers 
today. He is the author of The 
Grammar of Ornament.
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Crystal Palace
 
Displaying ornament
Kombination-Schrift
modularity
museum
Owen Jones
Repeat
Representation
Cyristal Palace was a modular building1
1 Owen Jones’ diagram 
for drawing successful 
ornaments.
Cards for Owen Jones and Crystal Palace.
ORNAMENT MAP
WORK 299298
Borges
 
Del Rigor en la Ciencia
reference
self-reference
The Circular Ruins
Bitmap image of Borges’ Collected 
Fictions in 1:1 scale.Th
e 
G
ra
m
m
ar
 o
f O
rn
am
en
t
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Content-
context 
separation
 
Displaying Ornament
Ornament without real objects
museum
Malevich Tate Modern
Last Futurist Exhibition of Paintings 
0.10 Kazimir Malevich
Egyptian 
Column & the 
Lotus Flower
 
Duck
Functional ornament
IIT McCormick Tribune 
 Campus Center
Index
mon
reference
representation
self-reference
The Grammar of Ornament
The ornament is what the 
 object is made out of
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The Egyptian column takes it’s 
shape from the lotus fl ower. 
The Egyptians were looking at 
the proportions and the shape 
of this plant to determine the 
structural proportions of their 
architecture. Therefore, not 
only the columns are shaped 
like the fl ower itself but is also 
covered with two dimensional 
renditions of the plant. Thus 
the ornament communicates 
how the building was made.
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Decorated Shed
Del Rigor en la Ciencia
Egyptian Column & 
 the Lotus Flower
Functional Ornament
Learning from Las Vegas
Ornament and Crime
self-reference
The Medium is the Message
The book is in your hands
The ornament is what the 
 object is made out of
Yellow Yellow
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Cyristal Palace
Kombinations’s-Schrift
Repeat
The Grammar of Ornament
A small module of ornament 
from Owen Jones’ The 
Grammar of Ornament.
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and Crime
 
Duck
Functional ornament
modernism
The Grammar of Ornament
Ornament and Crime was a lecture 
attacking ornament in art by the 
infl uential and self-consciously 
“modern” Austrian architect Adolf 
Loos, written in 1908 but fi rst given 
on 21 January 1910 in Vienna and fi rst 
published in Cahiers d'aujourd'hui 
(issue 5 of 1913) under the German 
title Ornament und Verbrechen. It 
was under this challenging title that 
in 1913 the essay was translated 
into French; it was not published in 
German until 1929. “The evolution of 
culture marches with the elimination 
of ornament from useful objects”, 
Loos proclaimed, linking the 
optimistic sense of the linear and 
upward progress of cultures with the 
contemporary vogue for applying 
evolution to cultural contexts.
Adolf Loos’ submission for 
the Chicago Tribune Tower 
Competition. A building in 
the shape of a Doric column. 
Architecture as symbol.
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Learning from Las Vegas
Ornament and Crime
Ornament Today
Otto Wagner’s Post Offi  ce
Villa Savoye is a modernist villa in 
Poissy, in the outskirts of Paris, France. 
It was designed by Swiss architects 
Le Corbusier and his cousin, Pierre 
Jeanneret, and built between 1928 and 
1931 using reinforced concrete. Th
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Disneyland is presented as imaginary 
in order to make us believe that the rest 
is real, whereas all of Los Angeles and 
the America that surrounds it are no 
longer real, but belong to the hyperreal 
order and to the order of simulation. 
It is no longer a question of a false 
representation of reality (ideology) but 
of concealing the fact that the real is 
no longer real, and thus of saving the 
reality principle.
 —Jean Baudrillard
Disneyland: A copy without 
an original
Simulacra and 
Simulations
 
Hyperreality
representation
The Circular Ruins
The ornament is the content
Various cards from the set.
ORNAMENT MAP
WORK 301300
The forms that are displayed on the backs of each card is created using the above 
default InDesign script called Fancy.
Above shapes are fed through the script recursively to achieve such forms. Results 
are displayed on following pages.
ORNAMENT MAP
WORK 303302
Resulting marks from recursive Fancy process.
ORNAMENT MAP
WORK 305304
All shapes superimposed to  
create above composition.
ORNAMENT MAP
WORK 307306 COPY PASTE
Copy Paste
Copy Paste is a book containing a com-
plete set of glyphs from a mono-spaced 
font. After realizing that tiling 25 tabloid 
pages covers my studio window perfectly, 
I designed a system for typesetting mes-
sages for an architectural scale installa-
tion. After calculating prices, I came to a 
conclusion that getting the source letters 
printed by Lulu and using a Xerox ma-
chine to reproduce and enlarge would be 
the cheapest option. Lulu offers a cheap 
6 × 9" sized coil bound book which enlarg-
es nicely to a tabloid size when photocop-
ied at 200%. This way anyone who has 
access to a photocopier can order the 
font book and set large type extremely 
cheaply. Since the type needs to be tiled, 
I had to work with a mono-spaced  
typeface to achieve proper typesetting  
and spacing.
Curating the Hey JWU (↱ 350) space required working with oversized  
graphics. The size of the deliverable for the studio window discouraged 
students from submitting works. This led to a series of experiments 
aiming to design fast and cheap ways to produce such large installations. 
Posing above for scale.
→ 498
→ 484
→ 524
→ 4
92


WORK 313312
For efficiency purposes, I calculated amount of letters I needed to typeset 
messages. The first line of the first window indicates that I will need 5 “M”s  
for my messages. This information is valuable since it allows me to photocopy 
the necessary page and make 5 copies at once.
Above: Photocopying the booklet.  
Below: Photocopied letters organized and waiting to be tiled.
COPY PASTE
Poster about how it was made.
WORK 317316
Poster advertising its own method of making. Poster on display during Experimental Publishing final showcase.
COPY PASTE
Copy Paste used as exhibition graphics for December 10, 2016 reviews.
WORK 321320 MOND
Mond
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Type designers like Caslon and Gara-
mond designed official typefaces to be 
used by their kings. Inspired by this “flag 
typeface” idea, I designed Mond for the 
fictional dystopian government Aldous 
Huxley creates in his novel A Brave New 
World. Mond is a transitional typeface 
with strong English roots. Originally de-
signed as an agate face, Mond becomes 
quirky when its display size adapts quali-
ties of a typeface intended for small uses 
such as wide characters and an exaggerat-
ed x-height.
I worked on developing Mond with 
Cyrus Highsmith for one year taking on 
the task of expanding the glyph set. Mond 
supports most European languages. After 
completing the set of diacritical marks 
and accented glyphs, I started developing 
a Cyrillic version. It is an ongoing project.
→ 36
WORK 323322
g gMond Display Mond BookMOND
WORK 325324
Stąd Niesiołowskiemu mocno ognia mają nisko szło najpięknie-
jszym żołniersczyzny rowni nierostrzygniony. Mną rano rury 
tył Ołtarzyk wina Wara sama ogromnéj ostatnich gada. Ledwie 
powoli wstęgą rękawki Upiera konikach znawcy podawano 
Oceniał rzeką obrazy ogrodzie. Mknie Białopiotrowiczowi gdzie 
nóż pasek lasem. Łotr paszczę nadworne mucha zmienił skradał 
mnich Zamek liściem klejnoty zamek lubą. Pęk pocałowanie lada 
winy Syna przeskoczyć przysięgał szczęściem pocałowania  
człowiekiem. 
Taił Stado Bezładnością Wystrzeliliśmy swój Dojeżdżaczowi 
toczy. Dominikanie Ojca Przyjechał inna pali Wiedziałem Peters-
burku mszy westchnień. Probie rozgoworów nauką Półkozice 
maruda kaszemirowy damami maków zatém Mniéj przeci-
wnéj. Niecierpliwa powiedziéć ozwał chlubi jakoby przeinaczył 
grzech puchar tybyś Przypomniał wspaniałych. Kościuszkowskie 
żołniersczyzny Przy nierostrzygniony wody Jego kara Ojca tyka 
Mamy. Nagle spojrzałem Mieszkałam wzbronionej taił wiec-
zornego Opatrzonych wiedziałem idąc wyrok śmie. Musieliśmy 
dwoma Panie pyłu Iść wojny Niemieszał gorącość kiedy cudna 
jakim. Smyk dnia spójrzéć Brukowanéj inne Jegomościa wiek 
pomięszany Znam przebudzony komplementy rąk. Dziwna 
zwierciadlanéj chyży spodem najwymowniejsza Wystrzeliliśmy 
korona dojeżdżaczów rosciągnionemi niepowiedziała. Pijem blask 
mocno licem znowu Białopiotrowiczowi. 
Psów jakie Najpiękniejszego łona pewni najpiękniejszéj Rzec-
zypospolitéj Dawno Jutro udać. Miechu Białopiotrowiczowi 
wodzom weszli pomocy Szkoda czuję. Gród deski osoby idąc 
Białopiotrowiczem. Pełen Niesiołowskiemu żołniersczyzny nier-
ostrzygniony umiał najpiękniejszym Kościuszkowskie osobki 
kiedym wózku dowcip godnie. Wystrzeliliśmy gryka zwierci-
adlanéj marszałkowską panny zamek łona zwany. Konary 
dziedzica spadku poszczuli Grzmiały gałęzie lamusa jarmułek 
kawał zmieszana rzekł. Przyjechawszy mowy posrebrzanych 
nieczynności Lombardskiém Grad podziękować coś noga nią 
nadzwyczajnie syna. 
Celem wtém Białopiotrowiczowi cudzy żali skąd. Białopiotrow-
iczowi kraty wzory spór niech Teraz ustaw. Gmachu stronników 
romansowemi Peruka dobrym Stała Ażeby pracę czarniutkie.
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MOND
WORK 327326
No social stability 
without individual 
stability. Queen.
Mustapha Mond smiled. “Well, you can 
call it an experiment in rebottling if you 
like. It began in A.F. 473. The Controllers 
had the island of Cyprus cleared of all  
its existing inhabitants and re-colonized  
with a specially prepared batch of twenty- 
two thousand Alphas. All agricultural 
and industrial equipment was handed 
over to them and they were left to manage 
their own affairs.” 
From Guildford the down-line followed 
the Wey valley to Godalming, then, 
over Milford and Witley, proceeded to 
Haslemere and on through Petersfield 
towards Portsmouth. Roughly parallel 
to it, the upline passed over Worplesden, 
Tongham, Puttenham, Elstead and 
Grayshott. Between the Hog's Back and 
Hindhead there were points where the 
two lines were not more than six or seven 
kilometres apart. The distance was too 
small for careless flyers-particularly at 
night and when they had taken half a 
gramme too much. There had been acci-
dents. Serious ones. It had been decided to 
deflect the upline a few kilometres to the 
west. Between Grayshott and Tongham 
four abandoned air-lighthouses marked 
the course of the old Portsmouth-to-
London road. The skies above them were 
silent and deserted. It was over Selborne, 
Bordon and Farnham that the helicopters 
now ceaselessly hummed and roared. 
The Savage had chosen as his 
hermitage the old light-house which 
stood on the crest of the hill between 
Puttenham and Elstead. The building was 
of ferro-concrete and in excellent condi-
tion-almost too comfortable the Savage 
had thought when he first explored the 
place, almost too civilizedly luxurious. 
He pacified his conscience by promising 
himself a compensatingly harder 
self-discipline, purifications the more 
complete and thorough. His first night in 
the hermitage was, deliberately, a sleep-
less one. He spent the hours on his knees 
praying, now to that Heaven from which 
the guilty Claudius had begged forgive-
ness, now in Zuni to Awonawilona, now 
to Jesus and Pookong, now to his own 
guardian animal, the eagle. From time to 
time he stretched out his arms as though 
he were on the Cross, and held them 
thus through long minutes of an ache 
that gradually increased till it became a 
tremulous and excruciating agony; held 
them, in voluntary crucifixion, while he 
repeated, through clenched teeth (the 
sweat, meanwhile, pouring down his 
face), “Oh, forgive me! Oh, make me pure! 
Oh, help me to be good!” again and again, 
till he was on the point of fainting from 
the pain. 
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ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklm 
nopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 
ctffifffifjflitst &?
ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklm 
nopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 
ctffifffifjflitst &?
Mond Book
Mond Display S
MOND
WORK 333332 EMOJULAR
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
Emojular is an add-on that 
generates and suggests 
unique stickers in response to 
messages being typed.
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
How does Emojular Work?
Emojular
Emojular is a PDF proposal for a sticker 
add-on designed under the mentorship 
of Rob Giampietro. Documented here is 
30 of 70 slides.
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
Iʼve been trying very hard
returnspace123
mnbvcxz
lkjhgfdsa
poiuytrewq
(↱ 32, 80, 102, 528, 412)
WORK 335334
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
The current set of 
“smileys” includes 74 emojis
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
However, they are not 
individually drawn!
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
EMOJULAR
WORK 337336
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
The 74 characters are built 
using modules
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
Charts constructed  
in order to classify modules 
are used to identify  
the number of unique parts 
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
5 Bases
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
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20 Eyes
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
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21 Mouths
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
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And with
14 Speciality add-ons
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
29,400  
smiley faces are possible
EMOJULAR
WORK 339338
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
Modules need to be machine 
readable in order to be utilized
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
This can be achieved trough 
tagging each module.
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
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Iʼve been trying very hard
returnspace123
mnbvcxz
lkjhgfdsa
poiuytrewq
EMOJULAR
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Iʼve been trying very hard
returnspace123
mnbvcxz
lkjhgfdsa
poiuytrewq
EMOJULAR
WORK 341340
EMOJULAR
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These tags are initiated  
using crowd sourcing platforms 
such as Mechanical Turk™
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
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Out of context, these two 
modules do not convey 
different meanings, therefore 
they could be combined  
into one module
EMOJULAR
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Emojular becomes more  
accurate and smart  
through usage
EMOJULAR
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EMOJULAR
WORK 343342
EMOJULAR
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Emojular does not interfere 
with the iOS interface
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
EMOJI SELECTION FACTORS
Factors for Inclusion  
B. 2. Multiple Usages 
C. Image Distinctiveness
Factors for Exclusion  
H. Already Representable  
G. Open Ended 
F. Overly Specific
EMOJULAR
WORK 345344
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EMOJI SELECTION FACTORS
Factors for Inclusion  
B. 2. Multiple Usages 
C. Image Distinctiveness
Factors for Exclusion  
H. Already Representable  
G. Open Ended 
F. Overly Specific
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
It provides personalized, 
content specific,  
and accurate emoji usage
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
The modules could be used to  
develop a new keyboard  
for typing unique stickers
EMOJULAR
Cem Eskinazi
WINTERSESSION  2017
Rhode Island School of Design
Can the application detect its 
source and destination  
platforms so it can translate 
its modular stickers into  
destination platform’s emoji 
design? (iOS → Android)
EMOJULAR
WORK 347346 FREE FALL COLORS
What is more important about fall foli-
age to us? The trees or the colors?  
Free Fall Colors is a zip file distributed 
through Craigslist. It was free for down-
load during November 2016. The folder 
contains 24 jpeg files. Each file is a 
unique tone of yellow extracted from the 
leaves collected from the Johnson and 
Wales University campus. The post is 
time specific through its expiration date 
and place specific through a map show-
ing that the zip is located at the JWU 
campus. The time and place specificity is 
also representation of the season itself.
Free Fall Colors
Scan of collected leaves.
→ 110
→ 350
→ 6
28
WORK 349348
Swatches uploaded to Craigslist as a zip file. The original Craigslist posting.
FREE FALL COLORS
WORK 351350 HEY JWU
Hey JWU is an exhibition space curated 
through occupying the fifth floor windows 
of the RISD graduate Graphic Design  
studio. The space has two audiences:  
facing inwards is the RISD graphic design 
graduate students, and facing outwards  
is JWU commuters. Throughout fall 2016, 
Hey JWU site hosted four exhibitions  
installed by graduate graphic design  
students at RISD. 
My role as designer was not only to cu-
rate but also to facilitate. The space called 
for extralarge graphic installations which 
was a discouraging limitation for poten-
tial submitters. To solve this problem, I 
streamlined a process to deliver a simple 
template and ask the artist to follow basic 
instructions. I provided complete installa-
tion, scheduling and de-install directions. 
This made the process smooth and effi-
cient. Such effortless procedure rendered 
the space quite appealing since it provid-
ed the community a chance to work in an 
architectural scale without the hassle of 
complicated logistics.
I kicked off the project with designing 
a double sided tabloid “call for work” 
flyer. I was the first person to install since 
I had to understand the space, solve 
logistical problems and show the studio 
that the idea is functional. The first in-
stallation inherited a test theme since it 
was meant to launch and test the limita-
tions of this new site. Since the window 
is facing the JWU campus, the message 
on the installation was already decided 
by the site itself: “Hey JWU.” I required 
every submission to be directed at the 
window’s audience, keeping the installa-
tions site specific.
The installations were documented 
and are archived online through the Hey 
JWU website.
Hey JWU
→ 346
→ 32
→ 182
WORK 353352
window talk
ceskinaz@risd.edu
RISD  to JWU
CALL FOR WORKCALL FOR WORK
CALL FOR PROPOSALS CALL FOR PROPOSALS
say
hey
jwu
,hey
say
jwu
bi-weekly exhibit
Have anything to say to the folks at Johnson & Whales 
University? Make it big! I have prepared all the files, 
ready for printing and pickup same day. I understand that 
printing at this scale might be a little bit expensive.  
This can be addressed by collaborating with studiomates 
to split costs or simply using projection. 
 Let's talk about dates! All you have to do is come up 
with a design and slap it on the inDesign template.  
I took care of all technical requirements and will assist in 
every step of the process. Installations will stay up  
for two to four days. Documentation of the installations 
will be featured and archived on a tumblr page. This  
way we can keep track of what we have said to the kids  
at Johnson & Whales University.
PRINT
OR
PROJECT
COLLABORATE
WITH  
YOUR MATES
email ceskinaz@risd.edu for more info and  
submissions. Or just come talk to me!
window talk
ceskinaz@risd.edu
RISD  to JWU
bi-weekly exhibit
CALL FOR WORKCALL FOR WORK
CALL FOR PROPOSALS CALL FOR PROPOSALS
Now accepting proposals  
for a large scale installation  
on the studio window. 
Tabloid sized call for work distributed to RISD Graphic Design graduate students.
HEY JWU
My initial HEY JWU installation photorgraphed from the facing JWU building.
WORK 357356
Screenshot of the original installation template that was distributed to the artists.
HEY JWU unexpectedly creates a soft-box effect 
and makes the studio a bright and comfortable working space.
Artist Llewellyn Hensley comments on the overused mobile image sharing platforms 
such as Snapchat and Instagram.
HEY JWU
Llewellyn’s installation photorgraphed from the JWU campus.
Artist June Shin demonstrates the meticulous craft of her practice through 
a live projection. Her performance reveals the making culture of RISD.
June Shin’s installation viewed from the street.
WORK 365364
Artist Angela Torchio installs sleeping eyes during RISD’s Thanksgiving break. The Sleeping Eyes closes with a projection installation of the studio “waking up.”
HEY JWU
WORK 367366 NEW YORK
New York is a photobook created as an 
alternative narrative to the book titled 
York by Patrick Nuttgens (1970). York is a 
guide book for the city York, England. 
The original photographs in this book 
appears to be expectedly formal from a 
classical guide book. However, when  
investigated closely, one will quickly  
discover hidden quirks and odd mo-
ments in these photographs. Blurred 
pedestrians, tiny milk bottles left on the 
corner of the streets, odd modernist 
chairs, interesting shadows. Through 
cropping, re-sequencing and de-contex-
tualizing, I aim to reveal these surprises 
and create a second reading to the book 
York, completely changing the original 
function of the document.
New York
Cover of the book York by Patrick Nuttgens.
→ 32
Spreads from York by Nuttgens. 





WORK 381380 TAKE ME TO STEVE
Take Me to Steve is a tabloid sized book 
made of bound enlarged photocopies  
or screenshots of my broken iPhone 6.
Today, the screen is sophisticated 
enough to hide its raw material, the pixel. 
The microscopic size of the “retina dis-
play” pixel aims to blur the lines between 
print and screen. This allows the design-
ers to trick the users into believing that 
they are at an intimate distance to the 
content. The touch screen is a metaphor 
intended to simulate the experience of 
touching the content. In such level of 
intimacy, the content is an extension of 
the users’ body. However, the screen has 
one weakness: it is fragile. When broken, 
we are constantly reminded that what we 
are looking at is always trapped inside a 
screen. The iPhone operating system is 
not designed to be aware of the condition 
Take Me to Steve
of its touchscreen. This renders the 
screenshot capability unable to truly  
capture what you actually see and experi-
ence. Thus the photocopy becomes a far 
more realistic screenshot of the iPhone.
→ 484
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WORK 383382 TAKE ME TO STEVE
WORK 385384 TAKE ME TO STEVE
WORK 387386 TAKE ME TO STEVE
WORK 389388 TAKE ME TO STEVE
WORK 391390 TAKE ME TO STEVE
WORK 393392 WYSINWWW
What You See is Not What We Wrote —  
a word play on what you see is what you 
get—is a single-serve website designed to 
reveal, and maybe close, the gap between 
the code and the user. When visited, the 
user is faced with a clear, stark message: 
“You read what you see. However, what 
you see is not what we wrote.” As the cur-
sor is moved around, small pieces of the 
very code that makes up this website ran-
domly populates the page. The emerging 
code snippets eventually fill up the entire 
browser, obstructing the initial message. 
Clicking on the web page refreshes the 
site. On each click the user switches the 
type of interruption on the web page.  
The website iterates a list of interface 
elements such as InDesign, Cinema 4D, 
printers’ marks etc.
WYSINWWW
→ 26
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WORK 395394 WYSINWWW
WORK 397396 WYSINWWW
WORK 399398 WYSINWWW
WORK 401400 WYSINWWW
WORK 403402 WYSINWWW
WORK 405404 WYSINWWW
WORK 407406 WYSINWWW
WORK 409408 WYSINWWW
WORK 411410 WYSINWWW
WORK 413412 REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
Starting from summer of 2016, I have 
been collaborating with artist Clement 
Valla. His practice challenges perspective. 
Through using photography—a technolo-
gy used for reproducing perspectival rep-
resentations—he synthesizes 3D models 
of objects or environments. The results 
are distorted and “flattened” in order to 
replicate a non-perspectival representa-
tion of the resulting image. Valla practic-
es at a 1:1 scale which is revealed through 
inserts of calibration and measuring  
devices. I came into the picture to design 
custom made tools to reveal and register 
distortions that are created as an after-
math of the flattening process. The tools 
could also double as measurement devices 
to reveal the 1:1 scale reproductions.
Registering the 
Non-perspectival¹
1 Term borrowed from Clement Valla.
Parallel Lines on a Freeform Surface, 2016. This work by Clement Valla was completed before our 
collaboration. It is one of the prints he showed me when I first visited his Brooklyn studio. Valla uses 
calibration cards, crime scene investigation tools, gridded paper and 1/4" artist’s tape. The tools  
I proposed were intended to accompany and/or replace these with custom made fictional, yet still 
functional designs.
→ 392
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WORK 415414
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A flattening test by Clement Valla using commercially available tools.
My design task is to offer a collection of custom instruments to replace and/or work with his set.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 417416
As I like to do with almost every project, I started by 
building modules and parts before going into building 
the tools themselves. This way I can understand the 
coherent fictional language I am designing.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 419418 REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 421420 WORK TITLE
WORK 423422 REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 425424 REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 427426 REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 429428 REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 431430 REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 433432 REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 435434
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↰ Designed tools, 1:1 scale.
→ 1/4" custom artist’s tape proposal.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 437436
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A wide scale of contrasts and densities were initially designed to test 
how they react to Clement Valla’ flattening process.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 439438
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Different sized cards were 
designed for different 
purposes. The examples on 
the opposite page is closer 
to commercial calibration 
targets Clement Valla already 
owns. They are made to be 
placed on top or next to an 
object. The examples on this 
page, however, are designed 
to be taped on a wall. The 
small rectangular marks on the 
edges suggest where the  
1/4" artist’s tape would go.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 441440
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Just like the cards, corner pieces 
allow for seamless integration 
with the artist’s tape. These 
pieces function as both rulers 
and calibration targets.
← Tape
←
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The small rectangular  
marks suggest where the  
1/4" artist’s tape would go.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 443442
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The tools could be used for mass 
produced standard 1/4" tape  
as well. These examples showcase 
potential use of black, yellow,  
and red tape used to complete the 
frame and composition.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 445444 WORK TITLE
Personal tests done in studio to 
see how the tools photograph.
WORK 447446
I tried to photograph the tools from varying distances at various environments to test 
their limitations and performance.
I designed a set of 10×14" mini-posters to be used as backdrops for smaller objects.  
These were delivered as vectors so the tools can be printed at any scale.
1
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REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 449448
04_ikea_leaf_24x35_a2(wave3).png
21
04_ikea_leaf_24x35_a2(wave4).png
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04_ikea_leaf_24x35_a2(wave5).png
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04_ikea_leaf_24x35_a2(wave7).png
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Another variation from the set of 10×14" backdrops.
Clement Valla shares his own studio tests with me in above formats.  
I analyize how my designs react to his processes through these documentations.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 451450
plants_grid_3_a8_400.jpg
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REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 453452 REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 455454
2016-12-19 11.45.51.jpg
40
A poster originally designed to be hung at a distance. In this case, it is used as a small backdrop.  
The contrast between the natural and vector forms creates a spectacular composition.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 457456
After some tests I was asked to design textured wallpapers to be used as surfaces.  
Solid colored surfaces do not render the effects of Valla’s flattening process.  
These wallpapers are designed to overcome this issue.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 459458
These textures also appear on some of the measuring devices. This allows for a coherent  
and consistent visual texture.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 461460 WORK TITLE
WORK 463462
Currently we are experimenting with building intricate stages through layering 
various materials.
Above stage utilizes a pattern from an earlier wallpaper iteration. The grid will 
render the distortion.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 465464
In order to build these stages I used Color-Aid cards, transparencies and 
physical reproductions of the tools I designed earlier in the progress.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 467466 REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 469468
A label gun is used to mark the scale.
REGISTERING THE NON-PERSPECTIVAL
WORK 471470 SECURITY BLANKETS
Security Blankets are comfort objects 
used to mitigate fear and distress in  
uncertain times. Printed with densely  
layered patterns sourced from proven 
information camouflage technology, 
these coverings add a layer of protection 
to keep you safe from chaos and surveil-
lance. Security Blankets add a cozy layer 
of encryption to keep your innermost 
thoughts and feelings private. 
This work explores the nature of  
protection, security and susceptibility.  
As we become increasingly vulnerable to 
breaches of privacy, we are also more  
reliant on the invisible systems that 
encrypt our data (identity, credit, taxes, 
biometrics). These patterned blankets 
serve dual purposes: providing psycho-
logical comfort and making information 
security visible. In collaboration with 
Llewellyn Hensley and Diane Lee.
Security Blankets 
The blankets were installed at the To Whom it May Concern—2017 Graduate Graphic Design Biennial.
→ 24
→ 392
→ 528
→ 3
80
→ 2
30
WORK 473472
Some envelopes used as source material.
SECURITY BLANKETS
WORK 475474
Blanket mock-ups to test scale of patterns.
SECURITY BLANKETS



WORK 483482
Close up shot from an installation at RISD’s Sol Koffler Graduate Gallery.
SECURITY BLANKETS
WORK 485484 XEROX FRACTALS
Xerox Fractals
Xerox Fractal is a tabloid sized book. The 
work is the end result of a recursive pro-
cess. The first page of the book—a page 
which reads “ornament”—is photocop-
ied in 400%. The resulting page is fed 
back to the machine and is re-photocop-
ied at 400%. The process is repeated un-
til the result falls into an endless loop. 
The constant zooming reveals the native 
toner texture of the Xerox machine. At 
this point the texture could be consid-
ered an organic fractal since the pattern 
is a self-similar image. All the pages of 
the book at this point is almost identical 
however they are all 400% zoomed in 
versions of the one previous page.
→ 3
06
→ 380
→ 490
→ 39
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WORK 491490 A SHIPPING BOX FROM LULU
A Shipping Box 
from Lulu
A book ordered from Lulu arrives inside a 
particular shipping box. A Shipping Box 
from Lulu is a book made to be tiled into 
a double-sized poster. When arrived, the 
reader can cut the book’s spine freeing 
its pages. The loose pages come together 
to construct an image of the shipping 
box itself. The other side of the poster is 
a giant version of the Lulu receipt included 
in the box. The box and the infrastructure 
of Lulu is meant to be invisible. With this 
project, the user can order the shipping 
box — a symbol for its underlying logisti-
cal system — rather than a book. Can you 
order “nothing” from Lulu?
The book and the box.
→ 498
→ 231
→ 3
06
→ 628
WORK 493492
The 6×9" book contains an oversized version of its book. The scale difference is shown above.
The user can cut the spine of the book to free its pages. The pages are designed to have generous 
overlap making the tiling process very intuitive and easy.
 ↱ Look at the next spread for a 1:1 representation  
of the above scenario.
A SHIPPING BOX FROM LULU

WORK 497496
Tiled posters. The receipt side.
A SHIPPING BOX FROM LULU
WORK 498
0% → 100%, Yellow
% → 1%, Yellow is a book published 
through Lulu. Each page of the book  
is one percent more yellow than the  
pervious. The book is published as a  
form making tool. It also functions as a  
yellow tint test for Lulu. When I received  
a copy, I decided to cut the spine off  
and tile the loose pages as a giant  
yellow gradient poster. 
→ 346→
 11
0
→ 628
→ 490→
 30
6
→ 628
WORK 501500 0% → 100%, YELLOW
The book arrives inside a bubble wrap from Lulu. I cut off the spine to tile an over-sized double-sized gradient poster.




WORK 511510 ADOBE BRIDGE TOOL SET
Adobe Bridge  
Tool Set
Adobe Bridge is a digital asset manage-
ment software. It catalogues, organizes, 
and annotates your files. Bridge is not 
interested in the actual file itself. It rather 
uses its meta-data such as file names  
and thumbnails to operate. Just like the  
Spotify project, the set of tools I designed 
uses the representations of files as source 
material.
I designed a modular system by saving 
jpeg files inside a parent folder. Bridge 
uses thumbnails to represent and preview 
what the actual jpeg looks like. The 
thumbnails in bridge are actually identical 
scaled down versions of the original  
images. Every file inside a folder is organ-
ized on a grid and represented through 
their thumbnails. The project purely  
relies on this function and is not interested 
in the actual files.
Above folder consists of files that would make up a calibration card. The interface window should be in 
the correct width so the files can line-up to the correct arrangement. See next page for examples.
→ 182
→ 130
→ 116
→ 3
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→ 528
WORK 513512
The right window width results in a complete picture, a functional calibration target constructed  
with jpeg thumbnails. (↱ 182, 412)
ADOBE BRIDGE TOOL SET
WORK 515514
This is a primal drawing tool using black and white jpeg files.
The original file does not include enough thumbnails to create a drawing.  
The user has to create more additional files through copying and pasting 
additional jpegs. 
ADOBE BRIDGE TOOL SET
WORK 517516
A smiley face drawn using thumbnails. Do not underestimate this drawing. It 
is deceptively simplistic. However as one moves a thumbnail around, all other 
thumbnails get re-organized and pushed around. The interface has its own 
internal logic and the user needs to engage with the interface long enough to 
develop a comfortable intuition. 
This folder treats Bridge as a gaming platform. The user is asked to move around thumbnails to 
connect the paths. Bridge is not build for this particular interaction so it operates counter-intuitively 
to such tasks. Every removed piece re-arranges the set, making the game a lot harder than it looks. 
Resizing the window will also shuffle pieces. One can choose to use this function to their advantage.
ADOBE BRIDGE TOOL SET
WORK 519518
An experiment to create patterns using the half-tone dots technology. Above is a rendi-
tion of a gradient using half-tone.
ADOBE BRIDGE TOOL SET
WORK 521520
A pattern making tool.
An adaptation of a children’s game I stumbled upon at the Harvard Art Museum gift shop.  
Different pieces are given to construct colorful patterns.
ADOBE BRIDGE TOOL SET
WORK 523522 ADOBE BRIDGE TOOL SET
WORK 525524
A monospaced typeface is utilized to create a typing tool. The user is asked to copy and paste existing 
files to create new characters (↱ 306).
ADOBE BRIDGE TOOL SET
WORK 527526
Another form making tool. In this cased is being used to draw letterforms. 
ADOBE BRIDGE TOOL SET
WORK 529528 RISD GRAD SHOW 2017 IDENTITY
RISD Grad Show 
2017 Identity
My studiomate Mary Yang and I were 
commissioned to design the identity  
system for 2017 RISD Graduate Show.  
We were not given any particular prompts 
however we were required to design a 
system that is adaptable for a wide range 
of applications from large scale bus  
advertisements to micro-scale web  
buttons and banners.
The graduate student body at RISD is 
extremely diverse in terms of interest, 
practice and visual style. However, when 
the students come together, we create a 
coherently vibrant landscape.
Keeping these in mind, Mary and I 
have designed a hyper-adaptive identity 
system that is based on modular think-
ing. We treated every bit of information 
as an individual at RISD and wanted  
to simulate a landscape of different  
characters coming together in order to 
create a vibrant fabric. 
Looking at previous years’ approaches 
and the current climate at RISD, we 
thought that it is necessary to re-claim 
and bring back our vibrant energy.
A Logo module.
→ 182→
 32
→ 332
WORK 531530
MODULES 
SMALLEST PARTS
UNITS 
ARE GROUPS OF MODULES
FIELDS 
ARE REPEATED UNITS 
FOR HIERARCHY
VARIATIONS
TYPE SIZE
COLOR
REPETITION 
SCORE GESTURE (ANY LINE 
BOTTOM LEFT TO TOP RIGHT)
FORMULA 
FOR THREE TYPE SIZES
H3=X
H2 =X*3.2
H1 =X*4.8
BOX SIZE 
HEIGHT= H1*3
WIDTH = H1*3.75
BOX STROKE
44% OF WEIGHT OF 
VERTICAL STROKE 
OF AN H3 LEVEL “H”
REPETITION AS A WAY 
TO CREATE HIERARCHY
RISD
RISD
RISD
RHODE ISLAND 
SCHOOL OF DESIGN  
ANNUAL GRADUATE 
THESIS EXHIBITION
RHODE ISLAND 
SCHOOL OF DESIGN  
ANNUAL GRADUATE 
THESIS EXHIBITION
Different Modules come together to form a message.
A design guide on how to construct modules.
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Different iterations of same kind 
of information were designed. 
Color coding was used to define 
type of information. 
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These modules are called Jokers. They do not 
carry a specific information and are mainly used 
for form and pattern making. A field of jokers 
distances seperates two colors from eachother.
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Since we have the modules and everything is proportional to each other, when we were 
asked to design a new deliverable, we were able to put it together fairly easily. This is 
why we created multiple iterations of each deliverable.
WORK 551550
We designed a Save the Date gif as the identity’s pre-launch teaser.
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RISD GRAD SHOW 2017 IDENTITY
WORK 561560
Social media applications.
RISD GRAD SHOW 2017 IDENTITY
WORK 563562
Application at RISD website.
A full page advertisment on the Providence Monthly.
 ← Cover of the issue that the ad was published.
RISD GRAD SHOW 2017 IDENTITY
WORK 565564
A half page advertisement in the Education Insert section of the Village Voice newspaper 
displayed in contrast to a classical advertisement.
Detail shots of the RIPTA Bus advertisments.
RISD GRAD SHOW 2017 IDENTITY
The vibrant RIPTA advertisements brought  
energy and joy to the Providence urban landscape.
WORK 569568
We treated the browser as a cropping and framing tool. The visitor lands on a randomized 
pattern each time the website is refreshed. Through scrolling any direction, the user can 
explore the landscape of information. Bottom navigation bar provides a shortcut to  
necessary primary information such as about, location, and directions.
RISD GRAD SHOW 2017 IDENTITY
WORK 571570 RISD GRAD SHOW 2017 IDENTITY
WORK 573572 RISD GRAD SHOW 2017 IDENTITY
WORK 575574
The background tile is interactive. The necessary blocks of information lights up when hovered. 
Each tile brings up a related pop-up window containing quick information.
The text hovers are customized to match the inclining strokes of the modules.
RISD GRAD SHOW 2017 IDENTITY
WORK 577576
In order to encourage the students to submit their portfolio links for our webiste,  
we designed a gif that accompanied an email. We hoped to rise excitement to collect  
as much portfolio links as possible.
RISD GRAD SHOW 2017 IDENTITY

WORK 581580 MEDIATOR AS PROTAGONIST
Mediator as 
Protagonist
I designed a series of websites that chal-
lenges the ideas of browser as container 
and interface as mediator. The aim of 
this project was to collapse the distance 
between the content and the interface  
as much as possible. Although my experi-
ments resulted in seemingly dysfunctional 
interactions, through unexpected feed-
back, these websites constantly remind 
us of the layers we have between what  
we are actually interacting with and the 
raw content.
Above is a website where the user is presented a blank browser. The browser disables the 
cursor making it invisible. If the user clicks anywhere—which happens due to confusion—the 
browser plays back the sound of his mouse click. If the user double clicks, he hears the  
browser answering with a double clicking as well.
→ 392
→ 24
→ 9
2
→ 510
WORK 583582
listening
Moving Cursor
Resizing
Right Click
Scrolling
The browser is constantly awake waiting and checking for any user inputs. It is constantly 
listening. This website highlights the fact that your browser is aware of every small move you 
make. When the user arrives at the website, his cursor is replaced with the phrase “listening.”  
The word always stays as long as the user is inactive. Any interaction triggers the website to 
loudly report back what the user is currently doing. Every possible browser feedback is coded  
in from clicks to window resize, or cursor movements to keyboard interactions. 
MEDIATOR AS PROTAGONIST
WORK 585584
5/7/17, 3:57 AMBrowser
Page 1 of 1file:///Users/cemeskinazi/Desktop/RISD/Grad%20Studio%202/FINAL%20WEBSITES/WEB%20JOURNAL/Print%20the%20cursor/index.html
The above website is an empty browser. When the curious user clicks on the screen, the browser 
automatically prints out the cursor on the location in which the click was performed.
The printed click.
MEDIATOR AS PROTAGONIST
WORK 587586
The above website is a version of Google where the user has to define all the v elements first in 
order to make a search. Through right clicking a context menu gives you access to a cursor, the 
Google logo and a search bar. The website is fully functional
MEDIATOR AS PROTAGONIST
WORK 589588
5/7/17, 3:56 AMBrowser
Page 1 of 1file:///Users/cemeskinazi/Desktop/RISD/Grad%20Studio%202/FINAL%20WEBSITES/WEB%20JOURNAL/Click%20Click/index.html
The user arrives at a blank website without a cursor, if she performs a click the phrase “click!” 
appears on the location that the click was performed. There is an added bonus. If a curious user 
decides to prints this page, all the “click!”s translate into registration marks, highlighting the 
translation that takes place between digital and physical.
MEDIATOR AS PROTAGONIST
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IS A SAFE GROUND FOR  
TAKING RISKS
PLAY 593592 PLAY
Typeface made out of map scales. It is what it says it is (↱ 656).
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English letters constructed out of their Turkish pronunciations.
PLAY 597596 PLAY
Found blades translated to an alphabet following Albrecht Dürer’s grids.
PLAY 599598 PLAY
IN
K
IN
K
N
O
T
PA
PE
R
PLAY 601600 PLAY
PA
PE
R
The boiled ”it is what it is“ lettering translated 
in to the word “duck.” (↱ 25)PA
PE
R
PA
PE
R
PLAY 603602 PLAY
Typeface built from Print Interaction elements. (↱ 144)
PLAY 605604 PLAY
It is what it says it does.
PLAY 607606 PLAY
PLAY 609608 PLAY
Fictional calibration targets constructed  
using assets from previous projects. (↱ 24, 182, 392, 412, 629, 638)
PLAY 611610 PLAY
(↱ 592, 609) A plastic silver spoon from G-Pub (↱ 182, 660).
PLAY 613612 PLAY
SPECT
VERN
SPECT VERN
SPECT
Vernacular Spectacular identity hacked. (↱242)
PLAY 615614 PLAY
VERN
SPECT
VERN VERN
VERN
What you see is how it was made

PLAY 621620 PLAY

PLAY 625624 PLAY
A diptych on the idea of recursion  
made by using assets from previous projects.
PLAY 627626 PLAY
SwatchesLayersPages
[None]
Tint: 100 %
[Registration]
[Paper]
[Black]
C=100 M=0 Y=0 K=0
C=0 M=100 Y=0 K=0
C=0 M=0 Y=100 K=0
C=15 M=100 Y=100 K=0
C=75 M=5 Y=100 K=0
C=100 M=90 Y=10 K=0
I re-drew the InDesign swatch palette  
for an oversized poster installation.
An oversized poster. It is yellow.
PLAY 631630 PLAY
Details from the yellow poster.
SECTION 633632 TITLE
INSIGHTS  
AT RISD  
(A SELECTION)
IF YOU WANT 
TO SAY  
SOMETHING, 
SAY IT.
TRUST  
THE USER.  
THEY ARE 
SMART TOO.
ASK THE 
CONTENT 
WHAT IT 
WANTS AND 
NEEDS TO BE.
NEVER HIDE.  
IF YOU DO, 
THEN TELL US.
FOMO WILL 
KILL YOU.
SHARING WILL 
NEVER HURT 
YOU. PEOPLE 
WILL.
ALWAYS 
CHOOSE TO 
COLLABORATE. 
HUMANS ARE 
SOCIAL 
ANIMALS,  
BE A HUMAN.
DESIGN 
SHOULD MAKE 
YOU  
UNCOMFORT-
ABLE.
DESIGN 
SHOULD WAKE 
YOU UP.
DESIGN 
SHOULD MAKE 
YOU SMARTER.
DESIGN 
SHOULD 
REVEAL THE 
HIDDEN.
DESIGN 
SHOULD BE 
HONEST WITH 
THE USER.
DESIGN 
SHOULD BE 
HONEST WITH 
ITSELF.
DESIGN 
SHOULD BE 
HONEST WITH 
ITS 
CONTAINER.
DESIGN 
SHOULD BE 
HONEST.
SAY NO.
DON’T WORRY 
ABOUT IT 
LOOKING 
GOOD. YOU 
ARE A 
DESIGNER, IT 
WILL LOOK 
GOOD.
SLEEK IS 
DANGEROUS.
FAST IS 
DANGEROUS.
YOU ARE PRIV-
ILEGED 
BECAUSE YOU 
CAN DESIGN. 
BE RESPON-
SIBLE.
PLAY.
NOT “WHY?” 
“WHY NOT?”
SECTION 635634 TITLE
SO WHAT?
THIS IS NOT A 
GODLY ROLE. 
YOU ARE ONLY 
AN ENABLER.
DESIGN IS A 
SERVICE. 
SERVE, AND 
ENJOY THE 
HONOR OF 
SERVING.
YOU CAN’T 
FIND YOUR 
WAY WITHOUT 
GETTING 
LOST.
THE 
UNKNOWN IS 
YOUR NORTH 
STAR.
TRUST YOUR 
INTUITION.
TRUST YOUR 
USERS’  
INTUITION.
YOU ARE 
COOL, DON’T 
WORRY ABOUT 
IT TOO MUCH.
LISTEN AND 
OBSERVE.
ALWAYS 
QUESTION THE 
CONTEXT.
ALWAYS 
QUESTION THE 
CONTENT.
ALWAYS 
QUESTION THE 
USER.
ALWAYS 
QUESTION 
YOURSELF. 
ALWAYS 
QUESTION 
YOUR TOOLS.
ALWAYS 
QUESTION 
PROMPTS.
ALWAYS 
QUESTION.
WHAT IS THE 
FILE NAME?
WHY DO WE 
NAME FILES?
ACCEPT  
AND EMBRACE 
LIMITATIONS. 
IF POSSIBLE 
WORK 
AROUND AND 
WITH THEM, 
NOT AGAINST 
THEM.
COME UP WITH 
YOUR OWN 
PROMPTS TO 
SOLVE A 
PROBLEM.
USE YELLOW 
IF YOU CAN. 
THERE IS 
NOTHING 
WRONG WITH 
THAT.
WHAT’S THAT 
TYPEFACE?
MAKE THEN 
THINK. THEN 
MAKE MORE.
DO NOT OVER 
EDIT. WE ARE 
GREAT AT 
FILTERING.
ENJOY BEING 
WRONG.
SECTION 637636 TITLE
THE DESIGN 
JOB WILL 
REQUIRE 5 
YEARS OF 
PROFESSIONAL 
EXPERIENCE 
ON PAPER AND 
YOU ARE NOT 
OLD ENOUGH 
TO APPLY.
THERE IS NO 
ONE RIGHT 
ANSWER.
THERE IS NO 
ONE BEST 
DECISION.
IT IS NOT 
ABOUT 
MAKING THE 
BEST  
DECISIONS,  
IT IS ABOUT 
MAKING  
DECISIONS.
NOTHING IS 
PERMANENT, 
INCLUDING 
YOU.
IT IS OKAY 
 TO BE 
CONVINCED.
IT IS OKAY TO 
CHANGE  
YOUR MIND.
DO NOT GET 
CAUGHT UP AT 
SCALE OF 
THINGS.
IF YOU ARE 
NOT HAVING 
FUN, NO ONE 
WILL—AND 
THAT’S  
NOT FUN.
A HAPPY 
TEAM WILL 
PRODUCE 
BETTER 
DESIGNS.
IF LEARNING 
IS BORING, 
THIS IS NOT 
FOR YOU.
ALWAYS 
FOCUS ON 
INTENTION.
DESIGN IS 
NOT COMPE-
TITION, IT IS 
COLLABORA-
TION.
SELFISH  
PEOPLE ARE 
MORE 
DANGEROUS 
THEN GLOBAL 
WARMING.
YOU ARE 
DISCUSSING 
RACIAL AND 
SOCIAL 
ISSUES IN THE 
CLASSROOM, 
NEVER 
HONORING 
THE FACT 
THAT YOU 
HAVE THE 
FREEDOM TO 
DO THAT. 
LIVE FIRST, 
THEN DESIGN.
WHAT IS THE 
POINT OF LIFE 
IF YOU CAN’T 
SHARE?
FUTURE   
IS NOT REAL.
PAST  
IS NOT REAL.
REFERENCE 639638 LEARNING FROM LAS VEGAS
The closing statement of Learning from Las Vegas. 
Learning from  
Las Vegas
When Modern architects righteously 
abandoned ornament on buildings, they 
unconsciously designed buildings that 
were ornament. In promoting Space and 
Articulation over symbolism and orna-
ment, they distorted the whole building 
into a duck. They substituted for the 
innocent and inexpensive practice of 
applied decoration on a conventional 
shed the rather cynical and expensive 
distortion of program and structure to 
promote a duck; minimegastructures are 
mostly ducks. It is now time to reevalute 
the once-horrifying statement of John 
Ruskin that architecture is the decoration 
of construction, but we should append 
the warning of Pugin: It is all right to 
decorate construction but never  
construct decoration.
→ 642
→ 25
Rattenbury, Kester, and Samantha Hardingham. Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown: Learning from 
Las Vegas. Abingdon: Routledge, 2007.
REFERENCE 641640 ORNAMENT TODAY
Ornament Today
[…]from an epistemological point of 
view, the principal question is not what 
ornament is but how something becomes 
ornament. The symbolic function of or-
nament is decisive for this question of 
how. It stands apart from what linguestic 
semiotics refers to in general as the func-
tion of sign. Ornament neither “repre-
sents” nor “stands for” something else, 
on the principle of aliquid stat pro ali-
quo. Instead it makes something visible. 
It says nothing, but shows something. 
The difference can be clarified as follows: 
in the conventional linguistic definition 
of a sign, a distinction is drawn between 
the signifier and the signified. The sig-
nifier is the means for the conveyance of 
the signified. In such a functionalist per-
spective, deeply influenced by linguistic 
semiotics, a sign is an instrument that 
serves for the transmission of meaning, 
but which itself remains extraneous to 
meaning. The meaning of the sign can 
only be determined by convention. The 
meaning, for example, of the concept 
 “tree” can be transmitted by any number 
of word signs […] With ornament, on 
the other hand, concrete material form 
is an integral component of symbolic 
function. Here, it’s not so easy to draw 
a distinction between signifier and sig-
nified. This is also seen, for example, in 
Modernism’s putative attempt to do away 
with ornament. The attempt to banish all 
ornamental symbolism from architecture, 
and thus to allow function to “speak” 
for itself, led directly to a situation in 
which architecture as a whole is seen as 
ornament” as ornament of its function. 
This derives from the fact that ornament, 
rather than an instrument of architecture 
is the medium of architecture: it’s by way 
of ornament that architecture first discov-
ers its possibility of symbolic denotation.
Gleiter, Jörg H., ed. Ornament today: digital material structural.  
Bolzano: Bozen—Bolzano University Press, 2012.
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REFERENCE 643642 OWEN JONES
Owen Jones
Owen Jones undertook in his historical 
overview to explore the inner laws of or-
namentation as a way of exploiting its 
potential to constitute culture. For only 
by finding principles of design based on 
laws would it be possible, in his view, to 
break through the arbitrary ornament 
that followed in the tracks of historical 
styles in favor of a new, up-to-date style. 
In the handbook he wrote for the South 
Kengsington School, The Grammar of  
Ornament (1856), Jones showed the  
“general laws” on which all ornamental 
forms are based. Summarized in thirty 
seven “propositions,” he began his book 
with them as directions for seeing.
Gleiter, Jörg H., ed. Ornament today: digital material structural.  
Bolzano: Bozen—Bolzano University Press, 2012.
REFERENCE 645644 CRYSTAL PALACE AND ODD CONNECTIONS
Crystal Palace and 
Odd Connections
Owen Jones is the first person to gath-
er an extensive collection of ornaments 
around the world. Regardless of the con-
troversial nature of his work, Owen Jones 
was able to categorize cultures based on 
their ornamental styles. 
Owen Jones was the interior decora-
tor of the Crystal Palace. The Crystal pal-
ace—a glass and iron building—was the 
biggest building of its time. The Palace 
housed the Great Exhibition of the Works 
of Industry of All Nations during 1851 in 
which ornaments, garments, and ob-
jects from all around the world were dis-
played. Jones was in charge of designing 
these exhibit spaces.
Crystal Palace was unique in the way 
it was built; just like the ornaments that 
were in display, the building itself was 
modular. The building was named  
Crystal Palace due to its glass construc-
tion. The interior of this building was 
completely visible from the outside.  
Ornaments carry a similar responsibility 
of making architecture visible. Continue 
to Tony Bennett to learn more. → next page
→ 32
REFERENCE 647646 TONNY BENNETT
Tonny Bennett
In Britain, the opening of Pentonville 
Model Prison in 1842 is often viewed in 
a similar light. Less than a decade later 
the Great Exhibition of 1851 brought to-
gether an ensemble of disciplines and 
techniques of display that had been de-
veloped within the previous histories 
of museums, panoramas, Mechanics’ 
Institute exhibitions, art galleries, and 
arcades. In doing so, it translated these 
into exhibitionary forms which, in si-
multaneously ordering objects for pub-
lic inspection and ordering the public 
that inspected, were to have a profound 
and lasting influence on the subsequent 
development of museums, art galleries, 
expositions, and department stores.
[…]the Crystal Palace might serve as 
the emblem of an architectural series 
which could be ranged against that of the 
asylum, school, and prison in its contin-
uing concern with the display of objects 
to a great multitude:
The Crystal Palace reversed the pan-
optical principle by fixing the eyes of 
the multitude upon an assemblage of 
glamorous commodities. The Panop-
ticon was designed so that everyone 
could be seen; the Crystal Palace was 
designed so that everyone could see.
This opposition is a little overstated in 
that one of the architectural innovations 
of the Crystal Palace consisted in the ar-
rangement of relations between the pub-
lic and exhibits so that, while everyone 
could see, there were also vantage points 
from which everyone could be seen, thus 
combining the functions of spectacle  
and surveillance.
Bennett, Tony. The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics. Florence: Taylor and Francis, 2013.
→ 645→ 642 →
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REFERENCE 649648 YVES KLEIN
Yves Klein
Yves Klein isolated the white cube  
from the art.
Le Vide, Yves Klein, 1958
REFERENCE 651650 JEFF TUPPER
Jeff Tupper
Tupper’s self-referential formula is a  
formula defined by Jeff Tupper that, 
when graphed in two dimensions at a 
very specific location in the plane, can  
be “programmed” to visually reproduce 
the formula itself.
k
k+5
k+10
100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0
k+15
Above is Tupper’s Formula written in plain text. Below is the graph of the formula.
REFERENCE 652
1:1
Borges, Jorge Luis, and Andrew Hurley. Jorge Luis Borges: collected fictions. New York: Penguin, 1998.
A 1:1 replica of my Borges Book, page 325.
REFERENCE 655654 ISOMORPHISM
Isomorphism
The word “isomorphism” applies when 
two complex structures can be mapped 
onto each other, in such a way that to 
each part of one structure there is a cor-
responding part in the other structure, 
where “corresponding” means that the 
two parts play similar roles in their re-
spective structures. This usage of the 
word “isomorphism” is derived from a 
more precise notion in mathematics.
It is cause for joy when a mathemati-
cian discovers an isomorphism between 
two structures which he knows. It is often 
a “bolt from the blue,” and a source of 
wonderment. The perception of an iso-
morphism between two known structures 
is a significant advance in knowledge—
adn I claim that it is such perceptions of 
isomorphism which create meanings in 
the minds of people.
People enjoy inventing slogans which 
violate basic arithmetic but which illus-
trate “deeper” truths, such as “1 and 1 
make 1” (for lovers), or “1 plus 1 plus 1 
equals 1”( the Trinity). 
Hofstadter, Douglas R. Gödel, Escher, Bach: an eternal golden braid. New York: Basic Books, 1999.
REFERENCE 657656 IT IS WHAT IT SAYS IT IS
It Is What It  
Says It Is
Transformed to echo the name  
given to The London Underground, 
the ticket presents itself as an  
almost inevitable pun.
Work by Daniel Eatock. Statement taken from his website.
Tube Ticket, Rolled Underground Ticket, Daniel Eatock.
REFERENCE 659658 IT SAYS WHAT IT IS NOT
It Says What  
It Is Not
The Treachery of Images, René Magritte, 1928–29.
REFERENCE 661660 PLASTIC SILVER FORK FROM G-PUB
Plastic Silver Fork 
from G-Pub
When you order food from G-Pub —  
a popular local restaurant here  
[Providence] — you will be delivered a 
plastic spoon that is designed to look 
like it is silver. I am interested in plastic 
forks that are proud to be plastic. 
Quote from my 2016 Fall Thesis Positioning presentation.
REFERENCE 663662 WALTER J. ONG
Walter J. Ong
Without writing, the literate mind would 
not and could not think as it does, not 
only when engaged in writing but nor-
mally even when it is composing its 
thoughts in oral form. More than any 
other single invention, writing has trans-
formed human consciousness.
Most persons are surprised, and many 
distressed, to learn that essentially the 
same objections commonly urged today 
against computers were urged by Plato in 
the Phaedrus (274–7) and in the Seventh 
Letter against writing. Writing, Plato has 
Socrates say in the Phaedrus is inhuman, 
pretending to establish outside the mind 
what in reality can be only in the mind. It 
is a thing, a manufactured product. The 
same of course is said of computers.
Ong, Walter J. Orality and literacy: the technologizing of the word. London: Routledge, 2002.
REFERENCE 665664 SUSAN SONTAG
Susan Sontag
In most modern instances, interpretation 
amounts to the philistine refusal to leave 
the work of art alone. Real art has the 
capacity to make us nervous. By reducing 
the work of art to its content and then 
interpreting that, one tames the work of 
art. Interpretation makes art managea-
ble, comformable.
It is, indeed, the modern way of un-
derstanding something, and is applied to 
works of every quality.
Interpretation, based on the highly 
dubious theory that a work of art is com-
posed of items of content, violates art. It 
makes art into an article for use, for ar-
rangement into a mental scheme of cate-
gories.
The flight from interpretation seems 
particularly a feature of modern paint-
ing. Abstract painting is the attempt to 
have, in the ordinary sense, no content; 
since there is no content, there can be no 
interpretation. Pop Art works by the op-
posite means to the same result; using a 
content so blatant, so "what it is," it, too, 
ends by being uninterpretable.
Sontag, Susan. Against interpretation and other essays. London: Penguin Books, 2009.
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